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FOREWORD

This report describes a project conducted by the Human Resources

Research Organization, dealing with a program for the training of the

interpersonal aspect o.f competence.
A

The study was performed by HumRRO Divislon No. 4, Columbus,

Georgia for Supplemental Education Service, Inc. (contract No. S 74-3).

Dr. T. 0. Jacobs is Director of ilivision No. 4 and Dr'. L. L. Lackey

was Project Director.

Alton Boyd, HumRRO Division. No. 6, who participated throughout

.

the project, conducted a substantial portion of tha7trairiingt,programs.

Dr. Paul Caro, HuMRRO 'DivisionNo. 6, conducted a portion of the

.

'training- programAnd substantially contributed to the approach taken

in this project.

Sarah C. Morris tabulated the data and Ronald.W. teen assisted

with the analyses.

Meredith P. Crawford
'President

Human Resources Research Organization
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

BACKGROUND

This report describes a project dealing with the development

.

and implementation! of a model for training the interpersonal aspect,

of competehce.

OBJECTIVE

The project had four purposes for the student participants:.

(a) increase the interpersonal competence of students who previously

/
exhibited deficiencies in'interpersonal relations; (b) lessen the

common cation problems between students and teachers and between

students f different ethnic groups; .(c) redute student perceptions

of rejection by their peers; and (d) develop more positive'attitudes
3

toward school, teachers, and students.of the other ethnic group.

METHODOLOGY

In Phase I, apecially selected students were trained both in

the implementation of_ an interpersonal relations training model and

0
in the conduct of small'discussion grOups of peers: In Phase II,

these selected students served as interpersonal relations training

,

group leaders in conducting the training program for volunteers from

the high schools in the Taylor County, Georgia school system. The

effectiveness of the training program in accomplishing the specified
.

purposes. was evaluated by means of seVeral questionnaires developed

for this project.
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RESULTS,

The results. showed that the tralping program had a significant'

behavioral IMpact:upon the student participants. Phase rstudent
,,

self reports,. observations of classroom teachersand a questionnaire

meagure of assertiveness reflected a,sign icant positiVe increase

in interpersonal competence by many'of the program 'participants. °

The program participant perceptions of rejectionby other

students were found,to have significantly decreased during the
. .

course of the school year.

Analyses indicated that the training program had not affected

the level of reported communication problems between students and.

9

teachers and-between students of differentethnic groups.'

The effect of the training program on the attitudes of par

ticipants toward school, teachers, and students of.the other ethnic
0

group could:not be ascertained due to a geneial shift in attitudes

on the post -test. on the part of both participants and nonparticipants.

CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of the training program in increasing inter-

personal competence of many program participants makes this program

a valuable addition to a school currituluM.

The demonstrated impact of the program on the participants' per-

ception of rejection by peers could represent an invaluable effect in

a school syqtem having a history of conflict between students :.

iv
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While space and time constraints precluded an expansion of the

.raining program described in this report, it is felt that if a

greater number of students had been able to participate in the

program the, results would-have been more positive. Ideally, every

Student in the school would have had an opportunity to participate

in the program.

The observed shift to a less positive attitude on each of the

.

attitude measures by a majority"of the student, body was an-un-

expected result. Such a shift may be associatled with the frequently

observed increase in disruptive behavior near the end of the school
o

year..
,
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INTRODUCTION

PROJECT BACKGROUND

This project was conducted by the Human Resources Research Organi-

zation (H mRRO) to provide training in the interpersonal aspect of

competence to high school students in the Taylor CoUnty, Georgia school

system during the 1973-74 school year. Participation in the program

was on a voluntary basis. This report describes the results of the

project.

SCOPE OF PROJECT

The project had several purposes with respect 'to the students who
, -

participated in the training program. The first purpose was to increase

the interpersonal competence of students'who had exhibited deficiencies

in interpersonal. behavior. A 'second purpose was to lesse&ihe communi-

cation 'problems between students and teachers, and b'etween students of

'different ethnic groups. The third purpose was to red4e student, percep-

tions of rejection by their peers. The final purpose:Agato develop more

positive chdol,.

(b) teachers, and (c) students of the other ethnic group.

0
RELEVANT LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE PROJECT

COMPETENCE

The concept of "competence" proposed by White (1959) was defined by
4

him (White, 1960) as an organism's ' -' 'fitness or ability to carry on those

transactions with the environment which result in its maintaining itself,

10



growing, and flourishing." The aevelopment by ,the individual of success-

fUf tepnillques for dealing with its environment was considered by White

(1963) -to be the product of learning. In much of his writing, White

.(1965) underscorda the significance of successful transactions with.A . .

the environment on the motivation of the individual.

"When action-is focalized, Intended, and effortful,
.

and When,it yroduces e
if

ects on a bit of environment
toward which it is aimed; the:7consequent experience
includes a feeling of efficacy;' a feeling of power

'''to be an effective'7agent." , (White, 1965, p. 206) ,
'7_ 7

. .
-

The probabilitp-o: successful; transactions with the

environment iaffecteeb interaction between the resources of the

/ individual and the environment. Examples of such critical personal

resourcesare intelligence, self-confidence, and the desire to excel.

In addition too adequate personal resources, the situation itself will

influence' the\-kelihood of competent performance occurring.

"Opportunity to ''show competente, the nature of the
task and,\relationships, and the response of othe'rs
appear inXesearckstudies as important determinants
of conditions favorable to the production of desirable
outcomes.and"4 feeling of efficacy." (Elder, 1969, p. 256)

-a

The individual's history of successful and unsuccessful transactions

o.

a

with the environment results "sense of competence" (White, 1960).

The motivational aspect of a se se of competence impacts directly upon

.. , .
\'.

the subsequent dealings of the in ividuai A1with the envinthent. An

individual with a hist y of successful transactions with the environ- ,

.

y
ment is more like to attempt fut*O. transactions than is the individual

//
with a backgr und marked by,,more frequent unsuccessful - transactions. The

more con dente the individual has his own ability to-deal success-

/
,.

ful with the environment, the more likely he will attempt such

ranactions.

2
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Ar\gri (1965, '1). 60) suggested that theN concept of competence

)

involves seve al elemedts, (a) technical. (related to th0.xygs)', (b)

intellectual ( related to ideas), and\(c) interpersonal (related to

people). Similar view f interpersona: competence as an operational

1 concept are presented by severa other researchers (Foote and Cottrell,
D.

.

- 1955; White, 1960; MoMent and Zaleznik, 1963).

The Concept of interpersonal competence represents the focus of

this report. Following a review of interpersonal competence, a specific

technique for developing skills in-ifltdrperSonal competence 'is presented.

INTERPERSONAL COMPETENCE

Argyris (1968) viewed interpersonal competenceas the ability to

cdpe effectively with interpersonal relatIonS. This ability to cope with

the interpersonal environment is, as previously mentioned, affected by

interaction between indiVidual resources and the environment. Twd

critical individual resources are (a) perceptual competence and. (b)

action competence, the successful iMplementtion of perceptions.

Perceptual competence involves, accurate apptaiSal of the inter-

personal situation, and involves attending to both the verbal and nonverbal

cues emitted by the person in the situation. These cues provide infor-

0

.

mation about many aspects of the other person (e.g., attitudes, needs,

cognitions). Accurate appraisal of the situation requires the individual

to accurately weigh an adequate number of cues as to their relative

importance.
To effectively accomplish such tasks it is necessary for

the most relevant cues to be elicited from the other person. Therefore,

the skills necessary for perceptual competence of the perceiver are (a)

ensuring that the most relevant cues have been emitted by the other and

(b) accurate interpretation of the emitted cues.

3
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Action competence; based on perceptual competence or an accurate

eyaluation of the Situation, involves the production of outcomes favor-
.

..able to the actor- The extent.to_wh'iCE such favorable outcomes are

6
. attained involves two skills, (a) identification Of the most effective

behavior and (b) implementation:of the identified behavior.
- _a (,),

Skills such as those which have been a sociated with perceptual

and action competence reflect a cognitive proacp to development of

interpersonal. competence. Adoption of .t --cognitive,gpproach expresses

.

thebelief that the skills necessarygfor interpersonal competence can

be learned., If appropriate skills can be'learned, older And less.,.

effective ones can'be changed. "Maladaptive as well appropriate

behaviorS, leafned.thtough social learning principles, may be seen as

- ; - .

the result of inappropriate generalization of respses to, stimulus

situations, perhaps caused by inattention to appropriate aspectsOf

the situation" (Hansen, et al., 1969, g. 741). The only limitind factot-

upon the acquisition of a7ppropriateskills would be a personal attribute
- I

of the perceiver which interferes with either gerceptual or action

competence.
A

The skills related tO,I)erceptual and action competence havebeen

specified by several researchers. One set of skills which seems most

relevant to this .studykis presented below (Bennis, Schein, Berlew, and

Steel , 1964', pp. .68B 690).:

,.1. Skill.in sending and receiving information and
feelings reliably.

. Skill in evoking the expression.of, accurate cues
by others.



3. Skill in processing sent information and feelings
reliably.

4. Skill in implementing communicative acts.

5. Skill in utilizing experience in each of the
above areas for further growth.

Effects of Interpersonal Incompetence

Implications of unsuccessful mastery of these skills by the

indiv,±dual as part of his development are widespread and critical.

Since much of the basis for an individual's success in life is heavily

influenced by his relationships with other people, mental health problems

may be one resultant of a low level of interpersonal competence (White,

, 1963).

Another atilierse effect of inadequate development of the appropriate

skills may be the more frequent rejection of the individual by his peers.

This, in turn, leads to feWer opportunities for development of the,

appropriate skills.
. .

As one approach to preventive mental health, training in developing

adequate ipterpeEsonal'skills would seem most productive at the. adolescent

or post-adolescent period of development.' One basis for the greater

.. .

perceived effectiveness of such skills training at thiS age was commented

..,. . ,

on by Bowerman and Kinch (1959). These writers suggested the transition.

from elementary t&-secondary school marks a shift in the individual's

preferred source of reinforcement. Rather than parents, dependence on

peers for affective security and support, and aid in problem solving

chare.cterizes-tnis developmental period. If the individual fails at

this'time to develop the necessary skills for interpersonal competence,

v.
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p
0

the future opportunities for modification of these faulty skills may be
di

diminished.

A On the other hand, effective'use of,peers as sources of reinforce-

ment for learning appropriate interpersonal skills, and correcting in-

o

appropriate ones, has tremendous potential for future adjustmentof the

individual. Providing such.reinforcement in .a group settingwas also

found to be an effective technique by Hansen; et al. (1969). These

researchers stated thht "...group counseling is an excellent setting

for children to leafn or relearn appropriate behavior" (p. 741).

The feasibility and e,ffetiveness of'using a model to improve an

individual's ineffective interpersonal skills-is supported in a study

by Mayer, et al. (1969). Results from the approach taken by these re-

' searchers, combining social learning eory and dissonance theory,

suggest that attitudinal and/or behavio al changes are more likely when

behavior contrary to the child's opinion or previous-behavior is modeled.

for the chilch

0,

0

There are several techniques which are quite .effective in training

in interpersonal skills. One whith was recently suggested, and is the

focus of this study,'is assertive training; a behavioral role-playing

technique.

ASSERTIVE TRAINING

Behavioral role-playing techniqdes were described by Kelly (1955),

Wolpe (19158), and Lazarus (1965). While the theoretical language used

to describe the. technique varied from researcher to researcher, several

fundamental treatment procedures and principles were common to all

6
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descriptions: individuals with various ineffective interpersonal skills,

such as inappropriate assertiveness, receive training in developing the

deficient skills. The procedures used in such training include Model-

ing, response rehearsal, and therapist coaching (McFall and Marston,

1970).

Assertive training has-been used in developing a wide range of

.

interpersonal skills (Nydegger, 1972; Serber, 1972; Wolpe, 1970). The

skill to exhibit an optimum level of assertive behavior for a specific

situation is directly related to the individual's "sense of competence."

It is only thfough the performance of an appropriate level of assertive

behavior that an individuals able to experience successful outcomes

in dealing with the social environment without experiencing unpleasant

side effects as a concomitant of such outcomes.

The relationships among "winning" in a transaction with the social

environment, the experiencing of unpleasant side effects, and the,

appropriate level of assertive behavior are shown in Table 1.
* I

Table L
RELATIONSHIPS,AMONG ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR, WINNING IN
'SOCIAL INTERACTIONS,AND UNPLEASANT SIDE EFFECTS...

Assertive Behavior , Win Unpleasant Side Effects

Underassertive No Yes (e.g., feelings.of.low

`Oassive, submissive, self-esteem, incompetence)

non-reactive)

Appropriately eYes Na
Assertive

Overassertive . Yes Yes. (e.g., feelings of rejec-'

cover-eadtive, .tion, dislike) ,

aggressive)

7



Only by displaying appropriately assertive behaviors does the'

individual receive poSitive reinforcement:for ;experiencing auceeSsful

outcomes in interacting with the 'social environment (Alberti & Emmons, 1970).

. Assertive Training Model

Based on the fundamental principles and techniques of, assertive

training, a model for providing such training in a group context was

0

developed. This model, relying heavily upon the behavioral rehearsal

approach to behavioral therapy, is shown
r
in'Table 2. Descriptions of

each step shown in the model are presented immediately following Table 2.

Table 2

GROUP ASSERTIVE TRAINING MODEL-

Step 1. Investigate

Step 2 Role-play

Step 3 Feedback and Guidance

Step 4. Model

Step 5. Feedback and Guidance

Step 6. Rehearsal

Step. 7.. Reinforcement

Following aro complete descr*ptions of each-step inthe model.

Step 1Investigate. In the,con-t-eXt of a Sinall"grd,Up of peers;

each participant Is questioned to identify individuals who have experiencesd

unrewarding social outcomes due' to failure to perform approprdately asser-

tive behaviors.



Step 2--Role-Play. One of the individuals who has identified such

an experience iA Step X, role-plays a'specific situation exactly the way

it originally happened. ether group members participate in the role-play

'ds necessary.

Step 3--Feedback and Guidance. Feedback on the performance of the

individual Waving-the behavior problem is given by the group. The only

type'of feedback permitted is positive reinfdrcement, which is provided

to some aspect(s) of tilt performance. Guidance in the form of suggestions

is elicited from the peer group as to how the observed performance might

be improved.

Step 4Model. One of the other participants in the group role-plays

original situation, incorporating the guidance provided by the groupthe

members. The group member is modeling more effective performance for the

original actor.

Step 5-- Feedback and Guidance. As before,'some aspect(s) ol the

actor's performance are positively reinforced by the group and the in-
,

,

artuctor. Group members contribute'suggeatiOns as to how the performance

could be made more effective for the situation.

Step 6Rehearsal. The original actor 'again role-plays the same
01

situation. His performance.should now be modified, by the.guidance and

modeling which b en "provided by the other group members.

.

Step:7.--Reinfo cement. There are two phaSea in. this step. In the

Of

first phase% the instructor and peers poSitiVely reinforcre the_ indifications

_

to the original performance which have resulted from the group guidance.

The second phase occurs at the time of the next group meeting and Is

9
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focused on encouraging and reinforcing the transfer of training to other

social situations. At that time, the instructor determines whether the

individual with the previous skill deficiency has implemented in real life

any of the guidance which has been provided..by the group. Any implementa-

tion,atteMpts by the individual are positively reinforced by the group.

This model 'isliprtently being used by the treatment staff in providing

interpersonal telatiOns training tothe residents of the EUfaula Adjustment.

Center (a state mental health facility), Eufaula, Alabama, with great success.

The model is designed to capitalize on the teinforcing properties

of peers for the adolescent and post - adolescent. To the extent that
tiG

o

such an individual receives positive reinforcement for developing skill

in demonstrating appropriately assertive behavior, the greater the'likeli-

hood of such ,skill generalizing ta.future social interactions.

Numerous studies have empirically documented the Impact of classroom

peer relations on a student's self-esteem, attitudes toward school, and

utilizatipn.of academic potential. Schmuck, et al. (1963) summarized a
006'

'variety of studies which showed that academic potential was leSs'effec-

tively utilized in the classtoomsituation by students who felt their

peers did, or might, reject,them, and that. their attitudes were different

f
from tnose of other students.

While such concerns are typically -adolescent, they can assume a
0

different and dangerous meaning.,'When they occur between students o

different races.

The general view that prolonged social interaction between races in

the classroom situation would improve the quality of interracial relations.

10
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has not frequently been found to hold (Cheslet, 1969). After a year ofj

attending a desegregated Southern school, many Negro students indicate1

that little additional faith and rapport with their white claSsmates had -

been developed.

Not Only the quality of interracial telatiOns, but the impact of

the interaction upon members of the minority group have beeui examined.

As suggested.by Katzenmeyer (1963), academic performance of a Negro'

.student depends upon II a communality of experiences with white pupils, the

adequacy of his performance having increased as the degree of social

interaction increased."

Inexperience in interracial situations, and deficiencies in i ter-

personal behaviors may combine to produce interracial incidents of grave

Significance to the Community.

Jy providing a training situation in which the student receives not

only training in interpersonal relatiOns, bUt also is made aware of the
. .

\

beliefs and assumptions underlying the behaviors of members of the other.

race, the potential for interracial incidents is diminished greatly; In

4

addition, as one approah to preventive mental health, this training is

of tremendous value in and of itself.

.

An additional benefit of the a sertive training model presented

earlier is that it incorporates the concept of peer instruction. Peer

. .
, .

.,

instruction, is a training technique which has been used with great success:
e.,

in many situations. ,Th9group setting allows the individual to receive

specific information about suggested behavioral changes from his jeeis

with whom he interacts on a daily basis.

11
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APPROACH

The assertive training model
1
which was presented in the preceding/.

section was used in order to accomplish the specified purposes of the

project. The model was followed in providing training to both volunteer

high_School students and teachers.

It was felt that making such training available to the.teachers

would.,enhance the effectiveness of the program. An additional workshop

was also developed and conducted for the teachers., This workshop was

focUsed on increasing the familiarity of the teachers with certain

techniques of classroom management.

Each component of the training program is described belowo.

TEACHER TRAINING

Contingency Management.

Teachers in the, two high schools in Taylor County were given the

_ opportunity to attend a two-day in-service instructional workshop on

47

classroom management. echniques. .There were several reasons for providing.

this training to the teachers. One reason was to increase their

skill in papitively/reinforcing student behaviors in a consistent fashion.

o

A second reason was toincrease the teachers' effectiveness in concentrating

on the observable behavior of students, -rather than on their motives and

q
-other affectiYe characteristics. This second reason was considered

especially important in light of various literature whiCh supports the

contention that the teachere,can modify and control the performance of

. ,

1Dr. Paul Caro, HuMMO Division No. 6, adapted the procedures suggeSted

by Alberti and Emmons (1970) to the specific situation in which thig

project was conducted.

12
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students, both academic and disCiplina'ry, by controXling her own

Tesponses (e.g-., Hall, et al., ,1968.,. Madsen, et al./1968).

Interpersonal Relations Training

Seven of the high school teachers also participated in a two-

week, 1.5. hours per day, in-service assertive training workshop.: The

assertive training model previously described was used in administering

the training.

Several considerations were involved in the decision to provide

such training to teachers,as well as students. First, it served to

familiarize participating teachers with the program. Secondly, in the

event a teacher desired to participate in the student training program,

she would have sufficient information concerning program techniques and

procedures to actively contribute to .the session. Additionally, it was

deemed likely that several.teachers.might be needed to serve as student

training group instructors. If this need materialized,-the vdidnreers

would needdequate information about the-training in order to function

effectively. Finally, such training has the potential for increasing

communication among teachers, as well as between students and teachers.

Traditionally, teachers are portrayed as fully autonomous professionals.'

Such a perception decreases the likelihood that a teacher will seek advice

or assistance from a peer of a supervisor due to the perception of a pos-

sible loss of esteem. To the extent that communication bercomes more,open,

the teacher is more likely to make and less likely to anticipate a negative °

reaction to a request for advice or assistance.

13
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STUDENT:TRAINING

The assertive training model. was used for providing interpersonal

relations training to volunteer high school students. This training

was conducted in two phases, each of whichis separately described

below.

Phase I '

One purpose of this phase was to train students to serve as inter-

personal relations training group instructors, which groups are comprised

of fellow students. Students were selected to participate in the Phase

I, training on the .basis of maturity and competence as judged by the

school administration. Since the Taylor County School 'System is

segregated on the basis of sex, it was necessary to Select 30 students

in each of the two high schools. The selected students were then asked

to decide whether or '.0,9t they wished to participate 'in the training

program.
4

The training provided these selected,Students was, twofold in. nature.

First, the participating students received_ interpersonal relations train-
,

ing through application of the assertive training model. While these

students, by virtue of the aelection criteria, were, less ift need of

interpersonal relations training than the average high school students,

it was necessary that they be thoroughly familiar with the training

model and procedures. Secondly, the participating students were

instructed in effective procedures for leading a discussion group.

During this phase of the training, groups of not more than 13 students

were established and scheduled for separate meetings. Each group met

23
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for one hour per day for three weekS, with h group session cond tP141/

by a HumRRO staff member.

Phas II

The activities in this ph e were concerned witl pr viding inter-
/

personal relations traini to all high school s dedts who wished to

par ipipate in the program. Each student wa free to terminate participa-

tk n in the prog m at any time,

Outsta ping students'from Phas ere selected.to serve as inter-

)
ersona relations training gr. instructors during Phase II. These

st ent5 were selected on e basis of the HumRRO staff's judgment of

0 the capability of each ndividual to serve as a peerinstructor. The

HumRRO staff sere- in a consultive, supervisory capacity during. Phase

The igh school students wishing fo'partiCipate in the program were

assig ed to a discussion group composed of up to 13 volunteers and two

er instructors who had received the Phase I training and were assigned

0

to each discussion group,to facilitate effective control and member par-

1icipation. Each discussion group was assigned a location suitable for

discussion, ,and was scheduled for a one-='hour session each week;

Insofar as scheduling and available students permitted, each ethnic

group was represented.in every discussion group. Egtablishment of

training groups having members of both races as participants provided

a specific means of increasing the level'of social* interaction between

members of the two ethnic. groups. In addition, the constraint contained
`:

in the training model that onlp,:positive reinforcement be provided for

24
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participation ensured that the increased inter-ethnic group interaction

was positive in nature.

A videotaperecorder was used to record the role-playing aspect

of the training. Each partitipant-V,iewed the. videotape of the role-

play and-then used this information irLthe course of *veloping an

effective behavioral strategy for dealing wittga specific type of social.
f.

situation.

The Phase II activities were in4tiatedsas shortly after the cempletion

of the Phase I training as was fea le, thereby minimizing the performance

decrement of the stUdendaeade conducting discussion groups.

EVALUATION

Several types o evaluation wore developed to assess the effeCtive-

ness of the in", personal relatio s training program. Each.type of

evaluation Used is discuesed.bel w.

Phase I - Student Reactions

The students who particip ted in Phase I were asked to complete a

short questionnaire which eli ited their reactions in the form of

perceptions of the benefits d value of suchta program. This ques-

tionnaire ispresented in Appendix A,

Teacher OBservations

At the ;and of the schaol year, a list of the students who bad

. ,

participated in the interpersonal relations trainingpr6gram was dis-

tributed to the high school teachers. Each teacher was asked to briefly

indicate any observed changes in the interpersonal behavior of each

student. The teacher was instructed to respond only for hose students
,kt,4
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with whom sufficient contact had occurred to provide a reliable data

base. These observations were obtained'through'administration of-

the Student AsSessment Form shdwn in Appendix B.

Studen1 Questionnaire

The specific purposes af the interpersonal relations training

program Were presented earlier. A'questionnaire was developed to

measure the extent to which such purposes were achieved. The

- questionnaire Was edministerecrat the beginning and end of the school

year. Each of the measures is described below. A copy of the ques-
,

tionnaire which was developed on the basis of each included measure is

shotm inQAppendix C. The rationale and score interpretation is pre-

sented in Appendix ,1.

1. Measurementof an increase in interpersonal competence.

a

This was assessed 'by administering a behavioral inten-

tions form to the participating students:-both before

and after the interpersonal .relatiods training. Following

is,a description of, this form.

a. .A number of interpersonal situations designecrto

measure the individual's absertive behavior Were

identified. Examples,of such situations are as

follows: your friends are interrupting' your

'studying; a teacher asks you to stay after chool

26
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and help her; a "friend of yours asks you to do/

a favor which could seriously inconvenience you;

someone 'in front ot,.you in a long line -wants to

let 1111 friends ill- the line.

b. A number of alternative behavioral descriptions

reflecting different levels of assertive behavior

were listed.

c. -The individual then checked the behavioral descip

tion which best describes what he would do inrsuch

a situation.

A score was then assigned which reflects the level of

assertiveness exhibited by each individual.

2. Measurement of changes in reported communication problems.

A questionnaire was,deyeloped to determine the extent of

communication problems reported, at the beginning and end

of the school year between (a) students and teachers and

(b) students and students, with special:emphasis .placed on

the percentage of interracial communication problems. A

range cif both stimulus persons and activities was used to

identify Oe locus and type of the most frequently per

ceived communication problems.-

3. Measurement of changes in students' reports of feeling

rejected by their peerS.

no.

.,> 2.7
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-A form eliciting the students perception of rejection

by peers was developed. Specific item's- reflecting

perceived interracial rejection were included.-_.

Measurement of changes in attitudes of students toward:

a. Schgol.

Teachers.

c. Members of the other race.

These three attitude measures were administered to all

"high school students. The semantic. differential technique

was used to assess each of the various attitudes.

5. Measurement of changes in interracial interaction-.

The extent to which a memberof the- opposite race was:

\ selected for participation in a specific type Of .activity

was used to assess any changes during the course of the

st:hool year.

28
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RESULTS

STUDENT PARTICIPATION

Phase I

- ,

Twenty of the 60 students selectedby the school adminisLratiOn for'

participation in the Phase I training electg'd not to attend the program.

In addition, seven students were forced to drop. out of the program due

to scheduling conflicts which developed. There were 13 students at the

Tayj.or County Boys School and 20 students at the Taylor County Girls .School

who completed all of tlie-sclieduled Phase I activities. Six of the boys
,

and seven of the girls were selected to serve as interpersonal relations

training group leaders during Phase II of the program.

Phase IT

Several of the students particiPated in the entire Phase II train-

ing activities, while others attended sessions only for one quarter.

At the Tayfor County Girls Schoo1,22 students participated during the

second quarteronly, 8 participated only during the thrd quarter, and

18 participated for both quarters; for a total of 48 student participants

in the program. Participation in the program at the.Taylor County Boys

School was lower. A total of 25 boys signed up for the program during the

second quarter, but two-thirds of this number had dropped out of the

program by the end of the quarter.. At the beginning of the third quarter,

seven boys signed up:for the program and participated until the program was

terminated shortly before the end of the school year.

2J
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PHASE 1 STUDENT REACTIONS,
.

'The verbatim responses by 29 of the students who participated in Phase

I' to each item on the questionnaire are presented in Appendix E. .Where

appropriate, these responses were contentanalyzed in order to develop

_

summary statements which accurately reflected the studen4 perceptions of

the benefits enTaArdlue of the training program.

All 29 of the students reported that they enjoyed the program and

felt that they had learned something. the MajorAty felt that the principal

learning involved increased skill in controlling their own. behavior. Other

learning which, was reported by the students, involved increased awareness of

the effect of their behavior on others as well` as greater skill in tech

niques of interacting and communicating 'with others.

A majority (25) of the students, reported that they had used some of

the new behaviors which they learned in the course of .,the training program.

As expected, most" of the new behaviors involved dealing with others in 'a

more direct, less submissive manner. Several .of the behavioral changes

involved increased control of the students' own behavior.

Almost all ( 8) of ell.6 students felt that"Most high school students

would benefit from assertive training. The chief 'benefits perceived by

the students. involved increased abilities to get along with others and to

control one's-own behavior, especially in regard to avoiding violence.

The same number of students (28) also felt that the school. benefits

from an assertive training program for the students. The principal

benefits perceived by the student's were decreased violencd and fights,

3 0
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increased discipline, more positive stp,Aent attitudes, and 'an increase in

the students,' skill in coping with various problems and situations.

In all but a very few cases, the student reactions td the inter-
.

personal relations training program were extremely positive, with numerous

benefits perceived for both, the student participants and the school system:

TEACHER USERVATIONS

- Late in the 197374 school.year, the high.schoOl.teachers we re-
1 ,- .

-
.

.
;-'7".

quested to provide information concerning observed changes in the manner

in which program participants dealt with .various interpersonal'situations.
4

The Student A$sessment F m was used to obtain this information: Only
4 -

those students):..7hd remained in the program for. at least six sessions were

assessed by the teachers. Although the, teachers were regixestcd. to describe

situations which involved changed'student.behavior, most of the teachers

who responded to the questionnaireostated the type of improvement rather

than the situationxin which the change was observed. Additionally, _a number

of teachers cited aca em,id improvement, rather than restricting their

responses to interperso situations. The responses of the 14 teachers

are 'presented in Appendix F. The remaining .18 teachers in the high school
. .

. 6

system hadnot,interacted sufficiently with any of these particular students

to judge changes over the school year. However, even the teachers who did

respond to the form were not able to cite changes for every student on the

list. The reason for not citing a.change for a particular student may have

been either that no changejiad'occurred or that the teacher was not sufL.
"

,

ficiently acquainted-cwitil the student to specify.any change over the school

year. Whatever the reason, no changes were described for 41.5 percent

'(or 47) ofthe student participants'.

22
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Ten of the 58 changes associated with the 48 students were in line

with the instructions on the student assessment form and involved,b

havioral changes in the interpersonal area. The behavioral changes

0

described generally involved applitation of techniques and strategi9s

which were covered in the interpersonal relatiOns training program!

These reported thangeS were very effective instances of application of

the training picinciples.

Thirty of the 58 descriptiOnSreflected improved academic per-

afMance. While improved skill in interpersonal relations has on

occasion, been associated with academic improvement, no additional data

was available to determine a relationship between these two factors for

this project.

SeZen"of the 58 descriptions concerned improved personal hygiene,

while-5 of the descriptions' indicated.a cooperative improvement. Al-

though these specific, topics were brought' up in several of the training

group sessions, no data is available to relate such changes to participation
,

in the training program.

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The student questionnaire contained six sephrate measures. Each of these

*measures will be presented below'and the results obtained through administration

of that measure will be shown. On each of the measures the students other than

c
the 'program participantg were broken out on the basis of both.sex and ethnic

group": The program participants were not. divided on the same basis due'to
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the relative number of participants versus nonpartiCipants. The five groups

for which results will be presented are, as follows: (a ) program participants,

(b) white females, (c) black females, (d) white tales, and (e) black males,

The results for five of the six measures will be presented in two.ways.

First, the signifiCant changes over the course of the school year as Shown

P-
by the pre- and post-test scores will be presented. 'the statistical sig-

nificance of the change in the form of a "t" test and associated probdb ity

of occurrence will be presented for each group°. Second, ,the.end of

year (post-test) scores for each group were compared by means of "t" tests.

The differences which were significant will be shown.:

The complete listing of the "t" tests conducted are shown in Appendices

Gend H. The resultS for the sixth measure, a sociometric type of assess-

ment, will be presented in Appendix I. The results will be presented in, the

form of a frequency of choices for,,,meMbers of the same and of at least one
1

member of the opposite racefor each of three criteria. It should be noted

that the n's shown for each group may be discrepant with the numbers pre-
.

viously indicated since the criterion for inclusion in the analysis required

that the student have scores for both the pre- and the post-test. In addi-

tion, the sample sizes may vary between measures on' the. questionnaire, as

some respondents.failed to complete all sections ofthe questionnaire.

What Are You Like?

The first measure in the questionnaire was designed to measure the level

f assertive behavior of the respondent. There were 13 situations presented,
,

.

tO the respondent for which. he was required to select One of four response
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alternatives. The response alternatives were weighted, and the larger the

respondent's score, 'the more likely that assertive behavior would be ex-

hibited,

The results indicated no change over time in,the mean scored for any.

of the .groups. Inaddition, there were no significant differences among

the mean post-test scores for the five groups. In general: this measure

',did not seem to discriminate among the groups.

What Would You Do?

This is also' a measure of assertiveness. The respondent was.required.

to select one of six behavioral alternatives for each of six situations.

A 'score in the 21-26 segment of the scale was designated as reflecting

appropriately assertive behavior.

Three of the five groups showed signiflcant increases to mean scores

for this measure. Each group score was Closer to the "appropriately
o

assertive" section of the scoring dimension on the post-test than was

ol:served for the pre -test. talla three groups, their post-test means, and

.

'the. associated probability. of such a change were (a) program participants

,(19.72, p<.001) , (b) white` females (17.93, 1)4=-01), and (c) white males

(19.04, Comparisons among the posttest means for the groups

'indicated several significant differences. Program participants scored

_significantly higher than white females (t=3.36, p<4-001). White females

also scored significantly lower than white males (t=1.99, pc.05) or black.

males (t=3.91, p -4-- .001). Black males scored significantly higher than

black females (t =2.48, p.-=..02) or whitecmales (t=2.07, p-f.....05) Black males

did not differ significantly from the program participants.

3.4
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Understanding. People

This measure dealt with reported communication problems between the

respondent and various stimulus groups. The higher the mean score, the

more frequently problems had been experienced in Communicating with a
o

specific group of stimulus persons. Th4 three stimulus groups which were

f

included in this measure are presented below.

Respondent-,Teacher. There were no significant changes in the relatively

loW level of reported communication problems for this relationship. In-

terestingly enough, in .a form administered to the teachers to ascertain

their perceptions of, communication problems with students, the mean score

was 15.3, which is very close to most of ttie group means.'

, -There were some'sUnificant differences among thfe,groups on the post-

test comparisons. Black males reported.significantly more communication

problems in dealing with teachers than did program participants (t=2.72,

p-(.01). 'White females. reported significantly fewer communication problems

with, teachers than did black females (t=2.27, p...01), white males (t=3.61,

p<.001), or black males (t=4.37; No other significant dif-

a.

ferences were identified.

Respondent-Peer of Same Race, Opposite Sex. There were no significant changes

over the school year in this' measure for any of the groups. One reason for

this 'lack of significance was due to the large variance noted for each group.
fi

The between groups.comparisons resulted in identification of several

significant differences. White females reported significantly fewer problems

in communicating with this group of stimulus persons than did the program

participants (t=2.22, p,(.05). White females also reported significantly fewer

3 5
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problems than did black females (t=3.45, p < .001) or black males (t=3.31,,.
. :

p(.001). .White males also reported significantly fewer communication

problems than did black females (t=2.91, p4=.01) orblack males (t=2.82,
0

p< .01)

A trend in the data which cies not tested was the fact that the mean

scores for males decreased over the year while those for the females

reflected small increase:in communication problerds.

0

RespondentPeer of Another Race, Same Sex. As,with the other two stimulus

groups included in this measure, there were fib significant changes over

the school year, Similat'ly, in the posttest comparisons., white females

reported significantly fgyercotmunication problems than did program'

participants (t=2.29, p<.05,), black females (t=2.74, white

males (t=4.45, p<:.00f); or black males (t=3.89, p..e..0001). White males

reported signi icantly more problems than did program participants (t=2.65,

pc.O1) or black females (t=2.31,

In comparison with the preceding stimulus category, the mean score for.

white males was the only one which substantially increased for this stimulus .

category.

Summary. None of the groups exhibited any change during the school year

concerning the level of experienced coMmunication problems in .dealing with

the° three groups of stimulus persons.

How Others Feel

The extent to which the respondent has felt rejected by various groups

of stimulus persons was the focus of this measure -. The larger the score,
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the greater the respOndent's sense of rejection by a stimulus group. The

three stimulus groups which were included in the questionnaire are pre -. ,

.

sented below.

Other Students. The program participants were the only ones to show sig-

nificant changes over the school year. Program participants reported

significantly less perceived rejection at the end of the school year than

the perceived level at the time of the pre-test (t=2.40, p,:-..02): The

between groups comparisons identified a single significant post-test mean

2\difference. Program participants reported significantly. less perceived

rejection by other students than did the black females (t=2.29, p.05).

Members of the Opposite Sex. Three significant differences in pre- and

post -test mean scores were noted in, connection with this stimulus group.

Program participants reported significantly lower feeling of rejection by

members othe opposite sex ,for the post-test than had been felt at the

beginning of the school year (t=2.05, p..4.(.05). Both black females (t=3.07,

..p.01),andblack'males (t=3.08, p.<.01) also reporteda_decrease in per

eezved reject on by members of the opposite sex over the school year.

There were nO-significant differences among the greup .post -test mean

scores.
O

Members of Another Race. .ne grodp exhibited a significant change over the

school year in the degree of perceived rejection by members of.another xace.

The white males perceived significantly less rejection by members of another

race at the end of, the school year than they had atl'its beginning (t=2.22,
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_ _There were no significant differences among the groups at the end of

the school year in the perceived level of rejection by members of another

race.

Summary. The white female group was theoonly one which di1 not demonstrate

any significant change in perceived level of rejection during the course of

the school year. The white male, black female, and black male groups' each

exhibited a significant aeCreaSe in perceived rejection by a single stimulus

group. The program participant group demonstrated significant drops in

reported rejection by two of the.three stimulus groups.

How Do You Feel?
'0 . !

This measure elicited the''stutente' attitudes toward four different

.

referents: (a) teachers, (b) s hgol, (c)
,
blao udents, and (d)".white

students. The semantic differential technique was used to'assess the

strength.of each attitude, with a higher score indicating a more positive

,attitude toward the referent. 'Results for each of the'four attitude

objects are presented below.

Teachers. Three of the five student groups demonstrated significant changes

in their attitudes toward teachers during the course of the school year.;

The three groups which displayed less positive attitudes toward teachers at

the end than at the beginning of the school year were (a) black females

(t=.2.90, p.01), (b) white males (t=2.10, p.05), and (c) black males

(t=2.23, p<=.05): PrOgram participants and white females did not appreciably

change their attitude toward teachers.



The comparisons of.the post-test scores indicated that the attitude'of

the white male groupoward teachers was significantly less positive than

that of the (a) program participants (t=2.83, p.01), (b).white-females

(t=3.91, p<.001), (c) black females (t=27.40, p<.02), or (d) black males

(t=3.43, The attitudes of the other groUps were not significantly

different from each other.

School. The attitudes of three of the five student groups had significantly

changed by the end of the school year. The groups which had developed less

positive attitudes toward school were the (a) program participants (t=2.51,

(b) black females (t=4.79, p<:.001), and (C) black males .(t=2.56,

p<.02).

, ,-
In comparing the post-test attitude scores, it was detet-,4mined that the':

white male group had a signifiCantly less positive attitude toward school

than did the (a) program participants (t=3.93, p.001), (b) white females

(t=5.25, p-(.001)1 (c) black females (t=3.53, p-<..001), or (d) black males

(t =2.31, 0

While every group displayed an attitude decrement during the year,.the

pre-tept ccore for the miles was lower than the post-test score for any of

the remaining four groups.

Black Students. The.attitudes of the fiVe group$ beCame less positive toward
%

black students during the sChpol yeai. The program participants (t=2.81,

p<.01) and black'feMales (t=4.49, p<.001) were the only.'two groups which

displayed a significant shift from the post-test poSsition.' 'The attitudes

of the two white grouper remained essentially the same, while the attitude of
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the black males became slightly less positive.

Comparisons among the groups on the posttest attitudes showed several

significant differences. The attitude toward black3studentS of the white

male roup was sIgnificantly'less positive than, were. the attitudes df

y program participants (t=8.76, p<.001), (b) white females (t=6.30,,

p<(.001), (c) black females (t=11.08, p.001), and (d) black males

(t=11.87, ps='.001). The attitude of the white female group was sig
o

,
.

nificantly less positive than were the attitudes of the (a) program

participants .(t=3.95, p<.001) , (b) black females (tL6.130, p.C.001), and

tO' black males (t=8,.678, pK.001). The attitude of the program participants,

was significantly lower than the attitudes of the (a) black females0(t=2.29,

p<z.05) or (b) black malps (t=4:13, p<Z..001). Black males showed a sig
.

nificantly more positive attitude toward black students than did the black

female group (t=2.12, p<:.05)

White Students. Three of the five groups demonstrated significant time

related changes in their aetitudes. toward white students. The three groups

which displayed a significant decrease-in the pOsitivity of their attitudes
.

toward white students were the (a) white females (t=2.21, p<,.05), (0 black

fematles (t=MO, p=.01), and (c) black males (t=2.18, ..The other

two groups demonstrated only negligible shifts between the pre and posttest.

Comparisons of the osttest scores resulted in the identification of

several'significant betweengroup attitude differences. The attitude of he

white female group toward white students was significantly more positive than

that Of the (a) program participants (t=2.60, (b) black telltales

*-N
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(t=3.56;..001)., and (c) ,black males (t=5.19,.p-<.001). HoweVer, the

attitude Of the white females was significantly less positive than that

of the white males (t=2.46,

The white male group also displayed a significaktly more poSitive

attitude toward white students than did the (a) program partIcipants
. .

(t=4.62,,p.4.S.001), (b) black females (t=5.25, pe.7'...001), or 4c) black

miles' (t=6.35, p<=-0015.

/
Program participants and black females held similar attitudes toward

white students, while each demonstrated significantly more positive attitudes

Chan did the black males,(t2.28,.p.05; t=2.'18. p.'".05, respectively).

Summary. The end-oT-year mean attitudes of the white males toward (a) teachers,
*

.(b) o 1, and (c) 'black students were less positive than thoseof the other

groups:. Both male groups displayed the most positive attitude tOwardtheix

own ethniqogroup and, the least positive attltude toward the other, ethnic

group.

The .attitude of the-.program participants toward each of the four

refA.e.Vilts'was generally less positive.than the'attitudes 'of two of.: the

groups,. but more positive than the attitudes of the remaining two groups.

Theattitude, of the, program participants toward school was only slightly

less positive tgane'that of te.whitefemales who. had the most positive

attitude of the five groups.
6

INTERRACIAL INTERACTION

O

Ogg section of the Student Questionnaire required the respondent to name

the three most preferred and-the three least preferred students for each of
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three activities: (a) as a classmate, (b). to work with on a school project,

and (c) to talk with. The frequency with which at least one of the-three

choices involved a-member of another race was then determined. Cpmparisons

between these-pre- and post-test frequencies were made to identify any

changes in the extent of interracial interaction. No appreciable changes

were detected for any of the groups.

et
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DISCUSSION

Discussion concerning the results of this project will be

presented in three sections., The first will contain a summary

description: and analysis of project.actiyities- The second section

will consist of .an interpretative diScussion of the findings in

which the project results are related to the purposes of the program.

The final section covers considerations in establishing an inter-,

personal rcelations training program in a school setting.

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES,

Purposes

The project had four purposes, all oriented toward the de-

velopment of increased interpersonal effectiveness of studedts

participating in the trafritng'proram. These purposes were to

(a) increase the interpersonal competence of students who

previously exhibited deficiencies in interpersonal relations;

(b) lessen the communication problems between students and teachers

and between students of different ethnid'grodps; (c) reduce.. student

perceptions of rejection'by their peerS; and (d) develop more

positive attitudes toward school, teachers, and students of the

other ethnic group.

Model

The interperscinal relations' training model which was pteented

earlier in this repOrt constituted the basis whereby the project

4 3
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purposes were to be accomplished. The training model was, implemented

in a small-group context. The members of the small discussion group

were student participants in the training program.- The use of this

type of context for implementation of the training model allowed many

of the social forces common to small groups to.be used in furthering

the intent of the program. The approval of peers represents a

positive reinforcement that is seldoM equaled"by those. typically

available to teachers and trainers.

In addition, free interchange among members provides a rare

opportunity for students to become aware of the differing inferences

which can be drawn from a behavioral episode.

While the training.;. model used in this project was initially

developed as one method of developing appropriately- assertive be-

havior,, it also readily lends itself'to interpersonal relations

training in general. The model proved very effective in its.. use in

this project.

Activities

The project was broken into two phases. Phase I involved the

selection and training of high school students judged to be suf-

ficiently mature and competent to.serve-as leader's of interpersonal

relations training groups. These selected students were trained in

implementation of the training model, as well as in effective conduct

of a discussion group.

4L4.
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Phase-II activities included the assignment of, student

volunteers to discup,sion groups. Two of-the selected students
,

from Phase I were aSsigned tO each)discussion group. These groups

met on a weekly basis for the remainder of the school year.
4

There was some initial concern as to the extent to which the

,student leaders would be able to effectively handle groups composed

of peers. This concern was especially salient because the discus-
o

siOn of a role-played situation frequently becomes very animated.,

This concern proved unfounded as the student leaders did an

excellent job in conducting the discussion groups. Group members

were extremely responsive to requests by the student leaders, e.g.,

to maintain order. A videotape recorder was used to tape the. role-
,

.playing portions of the grail) sessions which were played back

for theactors upon completion of the role play.

INTERPRETATIVE DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Student participants,-in the. Phase I training activity were very

positive in\their reactions to, the training.prog'ram. Most of the
,

respondents,Istated that the program had personal relevance in that

they were able to use information obtained in the program to

Tectively deal with interpersonal situations. In many cases these

were recurring situations with;lribich the students had not been able

to-deal effectively in the past.

Student reports of the behavioral impact of the training program

were supported-to some extent by the teacher observations of the
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-program participants-. Several of the teacher comments concerning in-'

dividual behavioral changes are directly related to the intent of

-the training program, e.g., one student learning to control her
0

temper.

Based on both the students' reactions.and observations of the

teachers, it seems obvious that the training program had-a definite.>
.

behavioral impact upon at least some of the program participants.'

This result bears directly on the initial, and primary, purpose

which was specified for the project--to increase the interpersonal

competence of student participants who had previously exhibited d

ficiencies'in interpersonal relations.

At no time was it assumed that every participant would have

low interpersonal competence, Since students participated on a

voluntary basis,. the motives for=participation varied widely.

However, behavioral changes such as those discuSsed above are specific

to those indiVidual participants who have, by self- Or .teacher report,-

demonstrated-interpersonal deficiencies. The fact that positive

changes were reported is indicative of the potential of the training

program for intreasing-anterperaonal competence.

Assertiveness. One aspect of interpersonal competence,. appropriately

1

assertive behavior, was assessed by two measures Which were included

in the Student Questionnaire. These' measures represent a more in-

direct and inferential-typp assessment of the impact of the training

program on ttudent participants. To the-extent that levels of
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assert veness as reflected in the scores change over the course of,-4.

the sch ol year,. the training program can be assumed to have af-

fected tle behaviors of specific students. ,

The irst measure of assertiveness, What Are You Like?: did

not discri inate sufficiently among the groups to allow for meaningful

and valid c mparisons.

The sec nd measure of assertiveness, What Would You Do?, proved

to be a more -ffective instrument for detecting differences, etween.

groups and ove time. The scores of three of the five groups re-

-Agected changes over the school year, all of which were in the

direction of inc eased assertive behavior. ,Interestingly, while

two ofthe groups which demonstrated significant shifts were white,

the program partic'pantS, the majority of whom were black,irePre-
cb

sented the third gr up to show a significant increase. In addition,,

the mean difference etween the pre- atld post -test scores for the

group composed of pro ram participants was larger than eitherof the

. mean differences for t e,other two grOups. The baSis for the observed

chariges in each of the t o white groups <male and female)'was not

ascertainable. Alternati e explanations, e.g., a' maturation-related"

change, could be advanced gut, in the absence, of adequate data for

testing, would only represe t an intellectual exercise. As such, no

.attempt will be made to acco nt for these observed changes.

The conclusion that the training program had a significant and

positive impact upon many progr m participants seems amply, supported

by the preceding iesults.
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Videotape.. A scale was developed in an attempt to measure the level of

assertive, behavior'as seen in a standardized videotaped role play (shown

in Appendik I). However, this measure did not correlate significantly

with the paper-:and-pencil measure and did not discriminate among the role

players; therefore, this approach was not pursued.

The videotape recorder which was used during many of the group sessions

for taping and playing back the role-play activities proved to be an ex-

,tremelyvaluable technique: The process of viewing their own behaviors as

they. appear to others'had a.marked impact upon the participants. The video-

, tape recorder contributed to, the effectiveness of the program by allowing.

:demonstration rather than' ust verbal descriptions of ineffective and ef-
..,

fective inteuersonal behaviors.

Communication Effects

The second purpoOe of the project was to lesseyf the communication

problems between students and teachers and between students of different

ethnic groups. Data.relevant to this purpose was collected by means of

a measure included in the Student Questionnaire. This measure was

entitled "Understanding People" and had three sections. These three

sections dealt respectively withcommtnicatien problems connected with

interaction between (a) student-teacher, (b) respondent-peer of same race

and opposite sex, and (c) respondent-peer of another race and same sex.

While some changes in the extent of reported communication problems were..

noted,.none of these changes proved statistically significant. While

several of the differences approached a significant level, the extremely

large variances associated with the mean scores resulted in a decreased

probability of an observed difference exceeding the specified probability

level.
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Although'thts secoqa purpose of the project was not achieved, in

retrospect the optisism of the staff concerning the probable impact of

the program may have led them to,develdp unrealistiC goals. The sources

. of communication- problems between people are multiple .and diverse. While
.

a prograM of this type can be expected to positively impact upon ComMunica-

//.
.tiOn effectiveness, participation in the prdgram would necessarily be at a

much higher level than on a weekly basiein Order to produce signifiCant
7

results.

Effect on Sense of Rejection

N.
The third purpose of the project involved the effect of the program

on participante'Terceptions of rejections.by their peers. The measure

in othe Student Questionnaire relevant to this purpose was the section

entitled "HOw Others Feel." This section ascertained the extent to whicb,

the respondent had experienced a sense of rejection by three different
/. -

stimulus groups: (a) other students, (b) members of the opposite sex,

and (c) members of another race.

The results of/the analysis indicated that this purpoSe was satis-
/

factorily achieved. The only One bf the five student groups reporting

a significantly lessened sense of rejection by other students over the
0.

course of theechoal year was,the group composed of the program participants.
0 .

Increased interpersonal competence leads to such a result in two

ways. As `the individual develops increased interpersonal competence,

his self-confidence increases while his expectation of experiencing

0

rejection by others decreases. Secondly, those with whom the indi-

vidual interacts are:in fact less likely, to reject omeone who

4

displays self-confidence, thereby further decreasing the indiVldiaal's

expectation of being rejected. The individual who expects to be
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accepted by others is more likely to be accepted than the person who

anticipates rejection.

,People are less relUCtant to reject an individual who behaves. in
.

a submissive oi aggressive manner than one who displays appropriately

assertive behavior.

The data relevant to the students' cption of rejection by

Members of the opposite sex showff some interestg changes-. The

program participants reported a significantly lower sense of rejec

tion by members of the opposite sex at the end than they did at the

-beginning of the school year. A similar shift wasalso reported .for

the blackpmale and black female groups. The reason for the change in

these latter two groups could not be identified on the basis'of the

available data. It ii'unlikely that the change is related to in

creased familiarity with members of the opposite sex just as a result

of contact during the school year. If this were the case, significant

differences should also have been observed for the white male and

female groups. ..Other than' the fact that the pretest scores for the

black male and female groups were the highest of the five groups and

the shifts might only represent regression to the mean, a reasonable

explanation. for Che'dhanges wa'S. not identified.

1

One additiopal significant pre:- and posttest difference occurred

in the ;white males' sense of rejection by members of another race..
. ,

/'' .

. .

This shift may have resulted from a relatively heavy emphasis upon

reports by the school and community. A high degree of contact between

the races in the course of school athletic programs and other recrea

4

.

tional opportunities, together with shared positive reinforcements, could

have produced the observed shift.
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The fact that only the program participants significantly de-

.

creased in their perceptions of rejection by other students in

general, while shifts in other group scores were associated with

more specific stimulus groups, tends to support the conclusion that

the effect upon the program participants was relatively pervasive.

Attitudes

The final 'purpose of the report dealt with the development of

more positive attitudes on_the_part of program participants toward

(a) school, (b) teachers, and (c) students of the other ethnic

group.

Pre- and post-test scores for each of the five groups for each-

of the four attitude'measures were compared to identify significant

changes over the course of the year. An unanticipated finding was

that 18 of the 20 observed differences were in a less positive direc-

tion. The two exceptions inVnlvedsvery small 'shifts in a more_positive'

direction.

Since the attitude measurement technique which was used has been

employed in numerous attitude'stUdies cited.in the literature, it is

unlikely ,Plat the shifts are an artifact of'the instrument.

Several alternative explanations for the observed changes were

considered; The first alternative is that the shifts reflect a

statistical regression to the mean and are not valid indicators of

the students' attitudes. A second alternative explanation is that

51_
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in the course of interacting with many of the students throughout the

school year the HumRRG staff members were viewed ,hs more trustworthy,

by the students at the time of the post-test. This increased trust

resulted in the students expressing their actual attitudes which were

not inflated by the factor oCsacial desirability as were their pre-
,

test scores. A'thitd alternative explanation concerns the point in

time at which the post-test was administered. By the end of the

school year, many of the.students will haVe developed a relatively
A

negative outlook toward anything connected with school. Since the

Student Questionnaire was administered in a classroom setting and

mentioned both teachers and school;' the attitude measures might

'simply have tapped the general negative feeling of the students.

These alternative explanations are obviously not mutually ex-

elusive. It is possible that all three are relevant to the observed

results.

CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTABLISHING AN'INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS TRAINING
PROGRAM

Program Structure and Scheduling

Separation of the training program !nto two phases and training

student leaders for the interpersonal relations training groups proved very

effective in this project. In any program of this type, Phase I should last

.

for at least three weeks, with meetings_scheduled on a daily basis. This

allows sufficient time for the students to become thoroughly familiar with

the training modgl and its implementation. The students also have
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sufficient time to rehearse their role of group leader under super-.

,

vision. The selection by staff members of students to serve as group
. . .

leaders in Phase II can be made on a more reliable basis when the

students. can be Observed functioning as group leaders for several
e,

`sessions.

The second phase should be broken into segments on a logical

' basis to allow shifts in the participant group. Each segment should

be of sufficient length to allow 12-14 hours of participation per

student. It'is recommended that each group Meet twice a week for the

first two weeks and'on a weekly basis thereafter. The frequent initial

meetings facilitate the development of a relaxed and open group

atmosphere which is a critical'xequirement for program effectiveness.

Program Participants.

By having the school counselor sit in some of the gropp discus-
,

sions, continuity throughout the year is assured.' Other, Well-accepted

teachers can provide valuable inputs to the group discussion. The

teachers should be present on a participative rather tzhan on an obser=

vational basis.

The\students participating in the program should be provided some

type of incentive, which may take the form of course credit, money; or

recognition. (In this project, the students in Phase Lreceived both

financial and. recognition types of incentives.) Provis on of an in-

centive,may be necessary to obtain the initial commitme t of those

students who are considered critical to'program success/, the leaders in

the student body.

53
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Support by the System,

Student leaders should be familiarized by the appropriate ad-

ministrator with the system used to account for students' location

during the day. .These student leaders should be required 'to use the

system on the days the discussion groups meet to insure that all

students, are accounted for.

The school system needs to visibly support the training program.

Coordination between the prineipal and the student leaders in

scheduling the'group meetings will sometimes be required. Suitable-
;

physical facilities must also be made available. It will also be

necessary to establish procedures which allow the participating

students to skip any activity which conflicts with the group

session. If possible, the school system should make a videotape

recorder available for taping the role-play portions, of each group

session.

Information Dissemination

Every individual in the school (teachers, students, administrators)

should be fully informed of the program and its purpose. In. addition,

information about the prOgress of the program should also be provided

to all individuals in the sY'Stem during the course of to year.

the event of the traininprogram being institutionaliz d, this-pro-

cedure will need to be reported annually.

)L
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Aptiendix A

STUDENT. REACTION FORM

This form, completed by students who participated
in Phase I of. the interpersonal relations training
program, elicited their reactions and perceptions
concerning the program,
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. i Did you enjoy the assertive training program?

Yes No

2. a. Do yau.feel thatyou learned anything from the training
program ?

Ye No

b. What do you feel that you learned?

3. a Have you used any of the new behaviors you learned about
in assertive training?

Yes No

'b. ff Yes, please describe how you were able tause the
behayiorS.

Do you feel that most high school students would benefit
from assertive training?.

Yes No

a

°Describe t wav that you feel most students would benefit
from aseril-e training?

6, a. Do you feel the school benefits from students receiving
assertive training?

Yes No

b. If Yes, in what, ways does the school benefit?
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Appendix B

STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM
G

,e

/This 'form was used to Obtain:the teacher,
observations concerning those students
.who had participated in the interpersbnAl
'relations training prograni.

I
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Student Assessment

We are. interested in determining, whether any changes in. the manner
with which each of the following =s udents deals with various inter-
personal situations (involving °the students or teachers).have
occurred since the beginning of thel 73-74 school year.

We are requesting your copperationNto aid us in this determination.
PleaSe use the foliewing procedure in colnpleting thisjorm.

1. Consider each student in turn. If yoUhave.not had any contact
with that student,. write N/C in the row beside that student's
name.

2. If you have had sufficient contact with that student to form
an impression of the nianner in which the student deals with
various interpersonal situations, then ask.yourself the follow-
ing question: "What incidents have I observed during this

. school year that reflect changes in this student's effective-
ness in/dealing with interpersonal situations?"

3. a. If you are unable to.identify any such situations, write
.

/
/N/A to the right of that student's name.

3'. If you are able to identify one or more situations,
jf :briefly.describethe situation, and also indiCate how

this situation deMonstrates a change from. the beginning
;/ of the school year. Please make your comments brief,

but complete.

If you wish `Co write more than you can get in the space
provided, you may use the back of the sheet.. Please put
the student number beside any additional comments which'
you make on the back.

4. Whenyou have completed this form, please' enclose it in the
attached envelope and leave it in the principal's office.

5. You do not need to sign the form.

We'apprectate very much your 'cooperation in'providing this very
valuable information.
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Student

Name

Situation desCriptiOns and specification of the
manner in which any perceiVed changes were demon-
strated.by each situation description

a
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Appendix C

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

All high school students were required to
complete this form; which contained six
different measures.
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This booklet is part of a project being conducted

in the high schools in Taylor County 1:), CheHuman

Resources Research Organization.

Your answers to the questions in thiS'booklet will

be strictly confidential, only the researchers will

See them. Please.answer the questions on the basi8 /

of how you feel as there are no right or wrong

answers. This is. not a test.

We would like for you to Out your name on the booklet.

There will be other questionnaires during the school

year, and we would like to be able to match your

answers on one questionnaire with those on-another

questionnaire.

Name

Grade

Sex: Male

Female

O
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WHAT ARE YOU LIKE?

This section contains a number of descriptions of how someone might
. act. For each item, decide how much yOu are like that, or how often you
do the thing described in the sentence. A

After reading the sentence; decide how; well it fits you. Then look
at the answers below it and check-the ONE that best fits you.

I try to be on time for class.

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

4
Never

If you feel that most of the time you try to get-to class on time,
put drOheck-markin the blank bAlde "Most of the Time."

Do the same thing with each of the items on the following pages. Be,/
sure and mark a choice fof each item.

Mark only One-choice for each item.

Remember, there are no right or wrong answers.

6 r)
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I let people know about it, when I think they are being unfair to
me (like if they keep me waiting a long time for them). ,4

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes.

Never

4

2. I-tell people how.I really feel',. instead of telling them what I
think they.mightlpant to heat (like telling friends)WhatI think
of their clotheS it they ask me).

Always

Most of the TiMe

Sometimes

Never

3. When I- meet someone I think I would like to knaw4oetter, Itry to
be very friendly and talk with that person.

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never,

. If I -disagree with someone, I tell them so 'instead of just keeping
it to myself:

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never
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5. When I feel that I have done something interesting
2
I let others

know about it.

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never

a

,6. If Someone compliments me.on something, I feel as though that person
is making tno much of a big thing out'of lit.

Always

Most of the Time

Sbmetimes

Never

7. If.someone compliments me do something, i get fluS.Lui.e and .don'L
really know what to say.

Always

Mbst of the Time

Sometimes

Never

2

8. If a friend makes a request of me that I feel is unreasonable,
I refuse.

Always

Most of the. Time

Sometimes

Never

C-5
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ctA

. If someone questions my opinion when we're discussing things, I
try to justify my ciptnion.

Always

Most of the Time.

SoMetimes

Never

10. It makes mi;uncomfortable when I meet Andividual

sex. (I don't know what to say to that persbn.)

-Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never

. .

the opposite

11. I makes me uncomfortable when I meet individuals of another racy.
(I don't know what to say to that person.)

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never.

I look people in the qye when I am discussing something with them.

Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Never

138
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I become upset if someone criticizes me.

Always

SometimeS'

M ,Not Very 'Often

Nbver

69:
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WHAT-WOULD YOU DO?

A number of
people.

are described below Each situation involves
,

are
.

two'or more eople. You re to decide how you would actineach situation.
Following the description-of each situation are a number of ways in which
that situation might be handled. Pg a cheek in the blank beside .the one
you chdose. Check only. one. There are no right or wrong answers. Your

' opinion is the only answer. .,

1.1 You are trying to study because you have a very important test
the next day.. several of your friendS. keep talking.to you and
interrupting your study.

o

What would you ,do?

a. I would gat studying and join in the conversation.

b. I would try to answer any questions they aSked and would
try to study whenI wasn't talking.

d

Iswoul&try to ignore .them.

I would firmly tell them that I had to study and ask
them to' keep the noise-down.

e. I would slam the book and tell them to leave me alone.

f. I would get angry and leave..

2. You are standing irC2ine at a movie. You have been waiting for 15
minutes and it's getting pretty close to show time. Youlre still
pretty far from the beginning of the line; and you're starting to
wonder if there will_be enough tickets left. You are waiting patiently
when two people walk up, to the person in front of you andthey
talking. They're obviously all friends 'and they're. going to the same
movie. You look at your watch and notice that the showstarts in two
minutes. Just then one of the newcomers says to the friendho is in
-line, "ThiS line is pretty long.

. Can we cut in here with You?" Their
friend tells them, "O.K., a couple more. won':t make any difference."
As the two people squeeze in'line between you and their friend, one
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of them looks at you and says, "Excuse me. You don't'mind if we
tut in do you?"

What would you d

a. I would quietly answer that I didn't mind.

b. I would ignore the question.

c. I would quietly answer that I did mind and suggest that
they go to the end of the line..

d. I would answer that I did mind and I was going to report
them to the manager.

e. I would become very angry with these people, and would
tell them so.

f. I would force them out oD the line on my own.

3. The bell has just rung, ending your last class of the dray. Yon and
your friends have made plans:for after school'and you are really
looking forward to getting started. As you collect your books and
get ready to leave, the teacher calls you to the front of the room.
You wonder what could be wrong. She asks, "Would you mind staying
after school? I need some help to finish up a project. It won't
take more than 45 minutes." One.of your friends is going to drive
a car, and you .know tha( your friends want to leave as soon as
possible. If your friends wait for you, all of you will be late.

What would you de?

a. I would tell her,that I would be glad to stay.

b..

c.1

I would tell her...that-I would be glad to stay and, without

telling her about my plans; uld send word to my friends.
to go without me.

I would tell her that if I hadn't made plans I would be
glad to stay, but my friends were waiting for me now.

-d. I would tell her that .1 couldn't stay and then leave.

e. I would ask her why she was picking on me, anti tell her
that M77, friends were waiting.

f. I would agree to stay but would let her know that I didn't
really want to and that I was very upset with her.



4. You have wanted to date a particular person fdr quite awhile.
Finally, you have a date with that person to attend a movie.
Your date's parents offer to take the two of you to a restaurant
for dinner before the movie. Ybur date accepts the offer.' At
dinner you order fiSh. and when it is.sered, it is too raw for
you to eat.

What would you do?

a. I would go ahead and try to eat part of the fish.

b. I would not:eat any Of the fish and would just leave
it on my plate.

I would tell my date's father about the fish.

I wouldComment aboutthe fish so that the waiterould
overhear me,

c.

d.

e.
.

I woad quietly tell the waiter that the fish wasn't
cooked enough and would ask him to return it to the
qEchen.

f. /I would be angry with the waiter and tell him to take
/ the, fish away and cook it some more.

///
5. A fri nd of yours asked you to a party. When you arrive, you find,

that your friend is the only one there that you:know. Your friend
!has/to leave you pretty often and is not able to spend much time
with you. .

Pbat would you' do?

a. I would stay out Of the way and talk to my friend from -
tine to time.,

b. Tell my friend that I had to leave early, and then leave
as soon as possible.

%a.

c. Ask my friend to introduce meto some of the people there.

d.

e.

f.

Go up to someone who is standing off tothe side and
introduce myself, and start a conversation.

Go_up to a very small group of people who are talking,
wait fora'break in-the conversation, and introduce myself.

Go up to a group of people who are talking:break into
the conversation, and introduce myself.-

c-lo
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6. You are attending a dance. You really want to dance with one
of the girls there but you haven't met her, although you know
her-name:

What would you do?-

a.

c.

Since I hadn't met her, I would just forget about
daci,ng with her.

I would ask one of my friends to see if she would
dance with me.

e.

f.

I would try to find someone that would introduce me
to her.

would go up:,

c '

her and asther'if she wanted .to dance.

% I would go up ilto her and tell her that I wanted this

dance.

I would go up to her, take.her hand, and lead her
onto the dance floor.

C

,)
C
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UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE

Sometimes people have trouble understanding what someone else means
when they say something. This has happened to almost everyone at onetime
or another.

We are interested in finding out whip you have trouble understanding,_
'and whether you have more trouble with one topic than with others.

Below is a listing Of different types of people who might discuss some-
thing with you. Several things that you might be discussing are. listed for
each type of person:

Following each description are a number of percentages. For each
description, select the ONE percentage which comes closestptoshowing how

<

often you have trouble in communicating frith that person about that specific'
,.thing. Place a check -mark in the blank beside the percentage that you choose.

There are no right or wrong answers, only your opinion is important.

1. I have had problems in understanding what a,teacher meant
when we were discussing classwork.

0% of the time

10% of the time

25% of the time

50% of the time

75% of the time

90% of the time .

100% of the time

7 4
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2. I have had problems in understanding what a tea-Cher Meant when we/-
were discussing my behavior in class.

0% of the time

10% of the time

257 of the time

50% of the time

75% of the time

9d%.of the time

.b30% of the time

3. I have had problems in understandling what a teacher meant when we

were discussing the way I had acted with one of the other students.

0% of the time

10% ,of the time .

25% of the time

50% of the time

75% of the time

90% of the time

100% of the time

4



4. I have had problems in understanding what someone of the same race,

but opposite sex,'meant when we were discussing the actions of someone

else.

0% of the time

10% of. the time

25% of the timer

50% of the time

75% of the time

90% of the time

100% of the time

I have had problems in understandi g what someone of the same race,
but opposite sex, meant when we wer discussing people iii general.

0% of the time

10% of the time

25% of the time

50% of the time

75% of the time

90% of the time

100% of the time

C-14
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6. I have had problems in understanding what someone of another race,
but the same sex, meant when we were discussing the actions of someone
else

0% of the time

10% of the tinie

25% of the time

50% of the time

75% of the time

90% of the time

/

100% of the time

7. I have had probleMs in understanding what someone of another race,
but the same sex, meant when we were discussing people in general..

0% of the time

10% of the time

25% of the time

50% of the time

75%' of the time

90% of the time

100% of the time

0

0

7 7
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HOW OTHERS FEEL

This section concerns the way you think that others see you.

Your opinion is the only correct answer. Select the one answer to
each item which best expresses the way you think others feel about you.
Place a check-mark in the blank beside the answer you choose.

1. Other students axe interested in what I .have to say.

Completely Agree

Agree Pretty Much

'Slightly Agree

2. Members of the opposite

Completely Agree

Agree Pretty Much

Slightly Agree

sex do not lilt

O

Completely Disagree.

Disagree Pretty Much

Slightly Disagree

to be with me,

Completely DiSagree

sagree Pretty Much.

Slig tly Disagree

3. Members of another race accept me as I am.

Completely Agree

Agree Yretty Much

Slightly Agree

Completely Disagree

Disagree Pretty .Much

Slightly Disagree

4. Most of the other students accept me as I dM.

Completely Agree

Agree Pretty Much

Slightly AgXee

78
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Disagree Pretty Much

Slightly Disagree



5." 1 feel that I am left out of most oflthe other students' activitie

Completely Agree Completely Disagree

Agree Pretty Much Dis'agree Pretty Much

Slightly Agree Slightly Disagree

7 5
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HOW DO YOU FEEL?

The purpose of this section is to find out how you feel about several
things.

On each of_the next four pages you will find one or more words at the
top of the page. USe the scales on that page to tell how, You feel about
the word or words at the top of the page.

Here is how you use theacales. There are seven pairs of words listed
on each page. Place a mark in ONE of the seven bOxes between EACH PAIR of
words. The closer. you put your mark to one ward of the pair, the more you
think that word describes the terilLbetter than the other word of the pair.

For example, if you feel that the word "Good" completely describes the
way you feel about School, then you would mark..the box closest to the word
"Good."

Example:
Bad 1 Good

But, if you felt that
then you would markthe box

Example:

"Bad"
61dsest

best describes
Ea the

the way
word "Bad."

you feel about School,

Bad x Good

If you think that one of the words does not describe your feeling any
better than the other -of the-pair, then mark the middle box.cord

Example:

Bad x Good

You can use anyone of,the seven boxes. Choose the one that best shows
how you feel,

Place only one mark between each pair of words.

Remember, there are no right or wrong answers.



Bad

Ugly

Dirty

Worthless

Cruel

Dishonest

Unfair

0

SCHOOL
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Good

[Beautiful

Clean

1Valuable

,

Kind

IHonest

'Fair
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WHO dO.YOU PREFER?

In completing this section, please use both the first and lagt
names.

Remember, your answers dill be kept completely confidential. Write
what you really feet.

\

1. a. Write the names the three students in your grade that yo'u
would most prefer to be in class with'you (even if they are
already in this'claSs with you).

%.,Write the names of the three studehts in your grade the you
would least p,refer to be.in class with you (whether they are
in this class with you or not).

. 4

9 a. Write the names of: the three students in your grade that you
would- most prefer'to war.k.with'on a school prbject.

b. Wtitthe names.of the three students in your grade that you
would least prefer to work with on a school project.

C-23



3. a. Write the names of the three,students in your grade that you
would most prefer to talk with (on any topic).

b. Write the names of the three students in your grade that.you
would least prefer to talk with (on any topic).

C.

4 4

8G.
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Appendix D

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE RATIONALES,
SCORING PROCEDURES, AND
SCORE INTERPRETATIONS.*
P

This Appendix presents the ratioFlale, scoring,
procedures, and interpretatiOn of the assigned.
score fot eachOf the six measures included-in,
the Student Questionnaire.

-
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What Are You Like?

Rationale

This is one of the two sections Included in the questionnaire for the
purpose of measuring each-student's pfesent level of assertiveness. This
section required the student to state how well certain behavioral descrip
tions apply personally. The descriptions pertained to assertive behavior.

Scoring

There were 13 items in this section, with four response alternatives'per
item. Weights based on the level of assertiveness were assigned each response
'alternative. Each individual's score was the sum of the weights associated with
the alternatives selected. Following are the items, response alternative's, and
the weights assigned each alternative.

1. I let people know about it when I think they are being unfair
to me (like if they keep me waiting a long time for them).

4 Always

3 Most of the Time

2 Sometimes

1 Never

2. I tell people how I really feel, instead, of telling them what
I think they might want to hear (like telling friends what I
think of their clothes if they ask me).

4 Always

3 Most of the Time

2 Sometimes

1 Never
:

88
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When I meet someone I think'i would like to know better, I
try to be very friendly and talk with that person.

O

4 Always

3 Most of the TiMe

2 Sometimes

1 Never

4. IfI disagree with.somedne,:I tell them so instead of just
keeping it to myself.

4 Always

3 Most of the Time

2 Sometimes

1 Never

5. When I feelthat I have done something interesting, I-Iet
others know about it.

4 Always

3 Most of the Tithe
a-

2, Sometimes

1 Never

Q

6.. If someone compliments me on something, I feel as.though that
person is making too much of a big thing out of it.

Always

2 Most of the Time\

3 Sometimes

4 Never

D-3'
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7. If someone complitents me on something, I get flustered and
don't really know what to :say,.,

1 AlwayS

2 Mostof the Time

3 Sometimes

4. Never

8. If a friend makes a request of me. that I feel is unreasonable,
I-refuse.

4 Always

3 Most of the Time
\

\\

2 SoMetimes

1 Never

9. If :,:someone questions my opinion when we're discussing things,
I'try to justify my opinion.

1 Always

2 Most.of the Time

3 Sometimes

4 Never

10. It makes me uncomfortable when I meet individualS of the opposite,
sex. (I don't know what to say to that person.)

1 Always

2 Most of the Time

3 Sometimes

4 Never



11. It makes me uncomfortable when I meet individuals of another
race. (I don't know what to szly 9-,Y that. person-.)

.

I Always

2 Most of the Time

3 Sometimes

4 Never

12. _I look people in the eye when I am discussing somethicg with
them,

4 Always

3 Most of the Time

2 Sometimes

1 Never

13. I become upset if someone criticizes -me.'

1. Always

2 Sometimes

3 N t :Very Often

4 Never

aQ

The minimum and'maximum'possible scores are 13 and 52, respectively.'

Score Interpretation

The larger the score, the more the respondent can be expected to
generally exhibit assertive behavior.

91
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What Would You Do?

Rationale

G

This is the second of the two'aections in the questionnaire which were
designed to measure the respOndent's assertiveness. This section contained
several detailed situational descriptions in which assertive behavior could
be exhibited.

A number of response alternative's were provided for each situational
description. These response alternatives allowed the respondent.to-select
behavrioral descriptions which could be categorized as either: (I) unasser-

tive, or (2) assertive, or (3) over-assertiVe (aggxessive).

Scoring:

There were six situational descriptiona n this section, with six
behavi6ral,alternatives listed for, each situa ion. The alternatives were

weighted according to level of assertiveness eflected by the behavior. A .

total score was assigned the respondent, base on the sum of, the weights
associated with the six behavioral alternativ s selected by that respondent.

Following are the situational descr4tio s, behavioral alternativ,ps,
and weights.

1. You are trying to study because you have a very important test
the next day. Several of tuur friend's keep talking to you and
interrupting your study.

What-would you do?

1 'I would quite studying and join in the conversation.

b. 2 .I would try to answer any questions they asked and would
try to study when I wasn't talking.

c. 3 I mould try to ignora them.

d. 4. I would firmly tell.tl-lem that I had to study and ask;ihem

to keePthe noise down.

e. 5 I would slam the book.and tell them to leave me alone,

f. 6 I would get. angry and leave.

-92
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2. You'--are standing in line at a movie You have bee waiting for
15 minutes and it's getting pretty close to show time, You're
still pretty far-from the beginning of the line, a d you're
starting to wonder if. there will be enough tickets left, You
are waiting patiently when two people walk up to the person in
front of you and they begin talking .They're obvi,usly all
friends and they're going to the same'movie. 'You look at your
watch and notice that the.show starts in two minutes, Just then
one of:the newcomers says to the friend who is in line, "ThiS
line is pretty long. Can we cut in herewith you " Their
friend tells them, "O.K., a couple more won't make any difference."
As the two people squeeze in line between you and their:friend,
one of them looks at you and says, "Excuse me, Y u don't mind
if we cut in do. you?"

What' would you do?

a, 1 I would quietly answer that I didn't mind

b. 2 I would ignore. the question.

'I would quietly answer that I did mind a d suggest that
they go to the. end of the line,

. d. 4 I would answer that I did mind and I was going to report
them to the manager,

e. 5 L.Wouad become very angry with these pe ple, and would
tell them so,

f. E would force them out of-the line,. on m own,

3. The bell has.just rung, ending your last clas- .of the day. You
and your friends have made plans for after sclool and you-are
really looking forward to getting started. A you collect your
books and get rec.dy t6 leave, the teacher cal s you to the front

. of:the room. Yea wonder what Could be wrong, She asks, "Would ,

yob mind stayingdfter school? I need some elp to finish up a.
project. 'ItP w8nrt.take. more than 45 minutes " One of your friends
is going to drive a car, and you know that y ur friends want to

pleave as soon as ossible. If your friends. ait for yen, all of
you will be late.

What would you do?

a. "1 -I would tell her that I would be glal to stay.
Sk

b. 2- I would tell her that I would be glad to stay and, without
telling her about my plans, would send word to my"friends
to go without me;-;
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c. 3 I would tell her that if I hadn't made plans I would be
glad to stay, but my friends Were waiting for me now.

d. 4 I wouldtell her. that I couldn't stay and then leave.

e. 5 I would ask het why she was picking on me-, and tell her
that my friends/were waiting,

f.- 6 I would agree to stay, but would let her know that Ididn't
really want to and that I was very upset with her,

4. You have wanted to date a particular person for quite awhile.
Finally, you have a date with that person to attend a movie.
Your date'-s parents offer to take the two of you to a restaurant_
for dinner before the movie. Your date accepts the offers, At
dinner You order fish and when it is serve, it is too raw for
you to eat.

What would you do?

I'would go ahead and try to eat part of the fish.

I would not eat any of the fish and would just leave
it on my plate.

a. 1

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

e. 5

f. 6

I would tell my date's father about the fish.

I. would comment about the fish o that the waiter could
overhear me.

I would quietly tell the'waiter-that the fish wasn't
cooked enough and would ask him to return it to the
kitchen.

I would be angry with the waiter and tell him to take
the fish away and cook it some more.

5. A friend of yours asked you tp a party. When you arrive, you
find that your friend is the only one there that you know. Your'.

friend has to leave you pretty often and is not able to spend
-much time with you.

What would you do?

a. 1 I would stay'o t of the way and talk to my friend from
time to time.

9 4
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b. 2 Tell my friend that I had to leave early, and then
leave as soon as possible,

c. 3 Ask my friend to introduce me to smile of the people
there.

d. 4 Co up tosomeone whO is standing off to the side and,
introduce myself, and start a conver ion.

e. 5 GO up to a very small group of people who are talking,
wait for a break in the conversation, and introduce
myself.

f. 6 -Go up to a group of people who-are talkingbreak into
the conversation, and introduce myself.

6. (Male) You are attending a-dance. You really want to dance
with one-of the girls there but.you haven't met her, although
you know her name.

What would you do?
a

a. 1 Since I hadn°'t,met her, I would just forget about
dancing with,ber. ,

9

b. 2 I would ask onet.ofthy friends to see if she would

dance with.me.

c. 3 I would try to find someone that would introduce me
to her.

d. 4 I would go up to her and ask her if she wanted to dance.

e. 5 I would go up to her and tell her.AatiLwa'ntedthis dance,
L

f. 6 I would go up to her, take her'hand, and lead her onto
the dance floor.

(Female) You are attending a dance. A boy w om you don't knov,

comes up to you and asks you to dance. You dina 't feel like

dancing and dOn't like the looks of the boy. 0\

What-would you do'

a. 1 I would get up and go dance with him anyway.

b. 2 I would dance with him but would tell him that I might
not be able to finish. the dance.

9 tri
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c. 3' I would explain to him that I didn't feel well and
would rather not dance now.

0

d. 4° I .would tell him that I would prefer not to dance nova.

e. 5 ep would tell him that I will not dance with boys I
don't know. ,

f. would tell him that Ididn't want to dance with him.

.The minimum and maximum possible scores are 6 and 36, respectively.

Score Interpretation

This section presented a greater problem with respect to interpreta-
tion than any other section in the questionnaire. Basically, this problem
stemmed from the fact that the same weightwas not assigned the most
appropriate level of assertive behavior for every situation. Accordingly,
a range of total stores was developed for each of the three possible categories
previbusly specified: (1) unasrtive, (2) assertive, and (3) aggressive. .

The.14e categories reflected the respondent's g'eneral method of dealing with
such situations.

The ranges corresponding to each of these three categories are presented
below.

Categ6ry. Range of Total Score

1. Unassertive 6 -20

2_ Assertive 21 - 26

3. Aggressive- 27 36
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Understanding People

Rationale

This section was included in the questionnaire to identify the extent
of communication problems existing between (a) students and teachers and
(b) s.tu nt and student, with especial emphasis placed on the percentage
of interr ial communication problems. The respondent indicated the par-
centage of t me a communication probYem had been experienced for aparticular-
topic with a s.-cific category. of other person.

The items were, subsumed by three categories: (1) respondent-teacher,
(2) respondent-peer of same rate and opposite sex, and (3) respondent-peer
of another race but same sex. Several topicS whic'h might involve com-
munication probleMs were specified for each relationship.

Scoring

iThere were seven percentages specified for each item (0%, 10%, 25%, 50%,
75%, 90%, and 100%). Scoting consisted of recording the percentage selected

- by the respondent. Scores were developed for each of the thtee categories of
relationships specified above. Each score was the mean'of the percentages
selected for all items subsumed' by that category.

The categories and the items subsumed by each are presented below.

A. Respondent-Teacher
,

1. I have had problems in understanding what a teacher meant
When we were discussing Glasswork.

2. I have,,had problems in understanding what a teacqher meant
when we were discUssing my behavior in class.

3. I have had problems in understanding what a teacher Meant
when we were discussing the wayI had acted with one of
the other students.

Respondent-Peer of Same Rate,'Opposite Sex

." 4. I have had problems in understanding what someone of the
Same race, but opposite sex, meant when we were discussing
the actions of someone else.

5. I have bad problems in understanding what someone of the
-same race, but opposite sex, meant when we were discussing
people in general.

9



C. RespondentPeer of Another Race, Same Sex.

6. I have had problems in understanding what someone of
another race, but the same sex, meant when we were
discussing the actions of someone else.

7. I have had problems in understanding what someorfe of
another race, but the same sex, Meant, when we were
discussing people in general.

-N The minimum and maximum scores are 0% and 100%, respectively.

Score Interpretation

The larger the score, the greater the frequency of communication
problems experienced by the respondent "for a particular relationship.



How Others Feel

Rationale

This section was designed to assess the,extent to which the student
felt rejected by:' other students in general, members of the opposite.sex,
and members of another race. One or more items elicited the student's
perception of rejection by'each of these three stimulus groupS',.. Feelings
of rejection are frequently associated with a lack of appropriate asser-
tive behavior.

Scoring.
, .

I ?I

pie student indicated the degree of agreement 'with each item on a
6 -poijnt scale. Weights.were assigned each response alternative; Where
multl.ple items referred to a single stimulus group, the weights were summed
to oSotain a single score. An overall score was obtained by summing the
ScoVelobtained for each of the three stimulus groups.

/The five items in this section are shown below, grouped by the focal
stimulus group,.together with the weights for each response alternative.

A, /Other Students-

1. Other students are Interested in what z have to'say.

1 Completely Agree 6 Completely Disagree

2 Agree Pretty Much 5 Disagree Pretty Much

3 .Slightly Agree 4 Slightly Disagree

2. Most of the other students accept me as I am.

1. Completely Agree 6 Completely Disagree

2 Agree Pretty Much' . Disagree.Pret0 Much

3 Slightly Agree 4 Slightly Disagree

3. I feel that I am left out of most of the other students'
activities.

6 Completely Agree .1 Completely Disagree

.5 Agree PrettyMuch. 2 Disagree Pretty Much

4 Slightly Agree 3 'Slightly Di-sagree

9 5
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/ .

B. -Members of the Opposite Sex

4. MeMbars of the opposite sex do not like"to be with m

6 Completely Agree 1 Completely Disagree

5 'Agree Pretty Much 2 Disagree Pretty Much

4 Slightly. Agree 3 Slightly Disagree

C. Members of Another Race

5. Members of another race accept me as I am.

Completely Agree 6 Completely Disagree

2--AgreePretty Much 5 Disagree Pretty Much
. .

3 Slightly Agree 4 Slightly Disagree

The minimum and-Maximum scores for each stimulus group are as followS:

Stimulus Group Minimum "Maximum

A. Other Students 3 18

B. Opposite Sex 1 6

C. Another Race

The minimum and maximum scores for thisse'ction of the questionnaire.
are as followsi

Overall

Minimum Maximum

5 30

Score Interpretation

, The larger the score, the greate-P'the student's sense of rejection;
whether from a particularstimulds'group, or for all stimulus groups.,

D-14
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How Do You Feel?

Rationale

THis section contained several measures of student attitudes, These
attitudes were measured by means of the semantic differential technique,'
This technique involved the respondent rating a concept on a set of bi-
polar adjectives separated by seven scale divisions. The respondent
indicated how well one or the other of the adjectives.described theconcept
by selecting a specific scale division. Student attitudes measured in this
section were toward: (1) school, (2) teachers, (3) black students, and
(4) white studenbs.

Scoring.

Each of the seven scale divins was assigned a value from one to
seven, with the lower value being assigned the division closest to the
negative adjettive. The respondent's score was the value assigned the
division whitfi was selected/ The scores for each of the seven sets of
adjectives were summed, and this total score represented the attitude
measure. F

,

The same procedure was followed for all four conepts, yielding for
attitude measures.

The set of bi-polar adjectives used for each concept is presented
below, together with the value assigned each scale division,

Bad 4 6 *7 Good

Ugly, Beautiful1 2 5

Dirty Clean4 5 6 7

Worthless Valuable1 2 3 6 7

Cruel Kind1 '2 7



Dishonest
4

/ 9.
5

Unfair I 1 ! I 2 3 4 1 5 1 k

7 Honest

!Fair

The minimum.and maximum scores for each measure are 7 and 49,
respectively.

Score Interpretatiee

The larger the score, the more positive the respondent's attitude
toward the specific concept.

102
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Who D 'You Prefer?

Rationale

This section of the questionnaire dealt with student interaction
patternS. The respondent was requested to list the names'of six students,
the three most desirable and the three least deSirable, for each of three
activities: (1) to be in class with, (2) td wor-with on a school project,
/and (3) to talk with (on any topic).

.

An aspect of the interaction patterns which was ofespecial interest
involved the extent to'whiCh interracial interaction was reported. This

section allowed the identification of such interracial interaction.

Scoring

The Only scoring involved the frequency of report of interracial
interactions.

Score Interpretation

Inferentially, the greater the frequency of interracial interabtion,
the more positive the attitudes.of members'of each race toward another race,
and the lower the probability of interracial incidents:-.

0

O
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Appendix E

RESPONSES TO THE STUDENT REACTION'PORM

The spe'" Sic responses to each of the six
items c ntained in the-form are presented
in this Appendix. Where a "Yes"h or ''No"

response was required, the frequency with
which each response alternative was selected
is indicated.
0
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STUDENT REACTIONS

1. Did you enjoy the assertive training program?

Response: Yes - 29 No - 0 . .

2. a. Do you feel that, ou learned anything from the training program?

Response: Yes 29 - No 0

b. What do you feel that you learned?

Student Response

How to assert myself.in.certain situations which couldend
up in'a dispute:

How to cope with peOple more.

How.to introduce myself to people and how to avoid fights.

4 I learned-mostly how to handle smallproblems,before they
enlarge, and how to control my temper and not to bb too
objective and submissive but assert myself to the upmost.

5 I feel that IN,have learned that I can'cbpe with any kind of
prob.lem without getting mad.

// .

6 I have learned' that 'if you handle yourself right in a situation,
you feel better.

7 I feel that I learned how taJlandle-myself better by thinking
first.

I have learned mostly about myself-Nfirst then you..

10 tb&re are risks in being assertive but it is best to go'.
ahead and face the situation--a way is possibleto tell someone
something without them getting angry. To talk to 'people easier.

11 How to analyze and overcome problems that may arise.

12 I learned how tocavoid problems and'I also learned how to be
more assertive.
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40

Student Response

13 To act in a more assertive manner when faced with problems.
ti

14 I have learned that it is best to tell a person lh you feel
about' a situation and try .not to hUit him.

15 1 learned to be able to listen to others and let them listen
to me to achieve an objective. ,

16 I learned to be awar'e'of the different types of situations,
and I also learned to listen to others as well as have them
listen to me.

17 To be assertive in situations that I usually explode in.
can handle my emotions bet P er.

18 I feel that I learned ItoItohandle different problems and
how to talk to people without being too ruAre.

4.

19 I learned how to control myself in situ tions better, and
to try and help people with their own ctions,

-/
20 I'Ve learned how to 'assert myself properly whether situations

require being aggressive or submissive, 'I've lost a-few false
friends and gained a better personality.

21 I feel that I'Ve learned how/to assert Myself properly. Before
this training, the only way I thought you could, solve a problem
or situation was by'.- fussing and fighting.

,
22 The ability to onommunIcate properly with others,

23 How to handle myself.

24 How to act 1,11 the best way in,.difforent situations.

/
25 How-to Teactoindifferent situations, to get my point across

without offending others.

26 I feel that I learned people better, and how to handle situations
better than I.would have .ordinarily.

27 Row to handle myself under certain situations.

28 I learned'to assert myself appropriately in 'certain difficult'

situations.

29 I feel that I have learned how to handle myself better in
different situations.

0
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3. a. Have, you used any of the new behaviors you learned abouE\ in
assertive training?

Response: Yds - 25 No - 3 . No Answer 1.

b. If Yes, please describe how you were able to use the behaviors.

Student Response

1 Wtien I was in the lunch line and a guy:Was going to cut line
front of me, I told him that Iminded and suggested that I's"

le go to the end of the line hecause I was very hungry;

In several matters that happened around school and at home.

How to Calk to girls and introduce myself to people.

I had this problem withmy girlfriend and this friend of hers;
this friend did things to me. (talking). Instead of getting Upset
and probably hit her, I didn't let her get away, liUt I tol her

not to do it in an easy manner (quietly).

I was able to use itby talking with the person that had made
me mad instead of getting into,a fight.

One behavior I used Was to ignore people who talk abou me.

I

8 When someone asks you, something, they usually get it. Now I

say, if I don't offer, don'tsask.

9 One night Iliad a date with a dude .that I really didn't want
to date and, with the training r received in leadership, I
was able to tell him politely and without making any hard
feelings.

10 I simply went to the girl, got her attention, stood fate -to-
face with her, and showed th, a no-joking way for he not to . I

do it again. I was leaving it up to her to do 'it hain-or,deal
with whatever the situation ended::in

11 I cannot recall the occasion, but I distinctly remember think-

ing of this training course at the time.

13 My sister used to wear my OlOthes withOut asking, but I had a
talk with her and she doe-sn't anymore.

14. When my mother does something that Tdo not like, I tell her
but in a nice way that she Won't be hurt or offended.

1 -I'
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Student
.

Response

1.1

15 I was able to.be afbund my boy friend without being shy' of
him, and to'let people know how I'feel without hurting them.

16 I was very willing to express my feelings and for the person
to express his. was not very. submissive in.handling the
situation,

17 -- A friend told a secret that T 'didn't want anyone to know. I

goL mad, but I didn't explode: I just told her what I felt
and were still friends.

18 I had this friend who would always talk' things she didn't
know and she always showed off in a\crowd. I had a talk with
her and explained how'I felt about her behavior and now she's
trying to straighten up.

19 By talking about the sitdation.and trying to convince the person
the sensible way to handle the problem.

20
,

Mben my boy friend went to see another girl, I told him off
but nicely. What I said made him regret what he did. He's

/ been treating me right ever since.

21/ I used it when.my\mother and I had 'a problem (personal).

/22 I slowed the person down and tried.to,explain my feelings and
point of view of the situation.

25 Different situations with my friends,.

26 I was able to avoid certain incidents that might have been to
my disadvantage if done in another manner.

27 I kept my cool and did not fly off the handle.

28 One night me and a couple of friends were walking the streets.

We saw what 'seemed to be three young, ladies, so, naturally, I

whistled. When.they came close enough for me to recognize/them,'

I began to apologize, my friends ran.

291 I used it with peers who were harassing,me,, I almost got mad
but I remembered what I had learned and I just ignbredthem.

,
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4. Do you feel that most'high school Students would' benefit from
assertive training?

Response: Yes 28 No - 1

5. Describe the ways that you feel most students would benefit from
assertive training.

/,

Student Response

1 They would narn;how to get along wiyi different people and
how to avoid different situations which usually end up,in
some kind of, violence. -

-1

2 They would learn how to get along with people better.

They would learn how to get along' with people and how to
avoid from getting angry. e45

Being around most of my friends, this program would help a
lot because some of them thinks one race is better than the
other. I think they need this type of program to clear up

, a lot of grief inside them.

. /
5 They-can benefit from the assertive training by just talking

insteadnffighting,whichCangetthem in trouble..

6 They will learn how to handle their behavior. They will get'

into lesser fights':

7 I believe that there would be fewer expelled from school
because, of behavior.

9

Students would know what to-do in the future; they won't have
to. make, the same mistakes.

Because some have rutal characters, Idoff't exactly mean like
thate, but they.co9id improve a considerably large amount if

v
they received thfd training because it may make things a little
easier for them in certain situations.

10 Maybe if they had-this training it may prevent fights among
the students. They could talk things over sensibly if they
are sensible enough.

11 Many people do not realize they have rights of their own and'
this method of problem solving Should be illustrated to them.

12 I think that if the students took the class they would be able
to get alongiwith each other better.



Student

13 I feel that the students could learn to get along with
, each other better and could cope with problems better.

14 Most students will benefit from \the program because it .

will give them a chance to'cope with some of their-problems
they have. They will get in less trouble.

15 There are many students that are afraid to let their feelings
flow, but when the training is applied, they' will learn to let
them flow and in a correct manner. Also, they may be able to

get along with their teachers better.

16 The shy students who are afraid to speak up would benefit a
great deal. They would be more prepared to face these types
of problems,.

17 There are a lot of high tempered people in the world. If

students could go to meetings and practice assertiveness, I
think there would be less violence (especially in our school)..

18 I think that most students need to take the assertive training
because there are lots of rude people who don't sometimes realize
it, and they need to learn how to handle themselves and their.
friends right.

19 They could cope with a situation better, and I;believe less
fights or argument .could be handled by assertive training.

20' They can get alont better with their peers, It will help to

develop a persoliality, They will become better aware of their

surroundings.

22 Better communication with others. LeSs violence.or any type

misbehaVior. Better understanding and personality.

23. They would know how to handle themselves.

24 So many -students blow up at the least thing. This would be a

way for students to act 'differently in situations.

25 'A lot of fights and disagreements with fellow students'could be
prevented.

26 It would give them a whole new outlook'on people and would be
better around them and handle situations better.

27 It will help them see the other side of themselves.



Student Response

28 It would give them more self assurance. They would halie more

confidence in themselves, and this would elevate their level:
of thinking in order for them to assert themselves appropriately.

29 Like me, they would learn to handle themselves better.

6. a. Do you feel the school benefits from students receiving assertive
training?

Response: 'Yes -t 28 "Depends on how, it is used and taught" 1

b. If Yes, in 'what ways does the school benefit?

Student .., Response

1 There would be less fighting going on. The teachers and
,principals would have les's trouble with the students.

2 It benefits a lot to the students. It'helps the students to

cope with his situation

The reason.I said Yes was because if you had more training of
students or teachers to just sit down and rap to let them clear
their heads, thfs. would help, because it helped me assert myself
in such a short time.

One way is that a lot of students will not get into trouble by
fighting. Ariother way is that the students could learn that
you don't have to...fight to settle a disagreement.

There will be lesser people coming to office.' Less fighting.
THe students will be better friends

Because of the way certain things will go on. It's sort of an
overall thing.

The school more peacefua.

'Because it's safer. I mean, this could prevent,a number of
fights, because one of the students involved.' in the argument,
and also in leadership, training would know how to handle the
situation other than fighting. It also helps,a considerably
large amount when you want to get a point over in a conversation,
or in a public place.

fe



Student Response

10 Maybe the school wouldn't have.to be bothered with having so -
much guarding, supervision, and discipline.

11 (Depends on how it is used and taught.)

12 Maybe there won't beany more fighting; they would try and
reason with ea--ch other.

1,3'. I 4hink that the students would try and act in an assertive
.

manner.

14 There will be less disturbance in the classrooms and hall.
Also, the school wouldn't have to enfOrce more rules that
the students won't carry out.

/:*

15' When the students begarOto get better attitudes, this will
make it easier 'on eVeryone. fhe teacher will benefit from
the students' new reaction. .This'will'make a better atmosphere
for the whole student body, iA great deal will be learned.

l6 Everyone would have their oWn opinion.of.what theyofeel, and
not what the other person feels.

c'0

17 If thbri,-sare more assertive students, there will be less
argument§ and less fights. We wouldn't need a detention
hall, either.

/3.

.18 The school will benefit in ways ofl children will know how
to settle an argument Without fighting; studentsvill understand
how tocoMmunicate-in the right manner; they'll know how to work
out situations in the classroom with teachers and their class-

..mates as well.

19 The school could possibly be recognized for less student fights.
Every day in the news, you may heal of some disturbance in a
school that ended in a fatal accident to a student. BY-Assertivei
training, students at our sahool can control themselves. Our
schoOlhas never had many problems concerning big disturbances,
but it is possible, and we should be able to handle it if it

,

happens.. '

20 The students -involveck in this training can promulgate the
learning .they received to the other students. The school will
have a better spirit.

E-9
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Student Reponse

'21 The program is benefiCial because i.t will cut out so much
fighting in school, and the students would be. able to solve
their own situations instead of going to the office so much.,

22 The principal has less problems and misunderstandings, as well
as the teacher. Better reputation and good name, for the school
with less disturbances. Better' communication with the'students
toward, the principal, teachers, and fellow classmates and friends.

23A It could be more alert on problems of the students, and'know
how to handle them.

24 The students being able to act better in situations..

25

'., 26 Less problems should occur due to people involved being able
to encounter more and be-less vulnerable.

.

27 There will be more students behaving,themselves.

28 Thereare fewer disturbances among the students. It inspires,
the students to cope_ with mediocre problems in a mannerly
fashion.

29 The schools will have less problems from -those students who
received assertive train'ing than from those who haven't.

A
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Appendix F

RESPONSES TO THE STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM

The teacher observations of the students who
participated in the interpersOnal relations `

traipingrogram are presented in this Appendix:
Descriztive info;mation for each student about
whom one of`the 14 participating teachers recorded
an observation is also shown.

0
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OUDENT ASSESSMENT

Student EC Sex Grade Comments

1 W. 14- 9 Is teased a great deal by the pther boys, bUt seema'to ignore
the/tedeing more this year.

0\

2 B M 11
. . -

Has a temper and improvement has been seen this year.

11 B M 12 Has made a change to a fine student.

15 B M' 10 Can get along with students, and doing a good job in his
subject matter.

Improvement all around.

0 _
Seemed to resent me as,a. teacher when first came to me, but
no longer has this attitude. Now does well in class.

23B F 9 Academic, improvement.

24.- B. F 9 COpperative improvement.

25 B F 10

-,,

Academic improvempeeentt 1

26 B .F 11 personal hygiene improvement.

27

it1

B
.

F
.

,

.

41-...

4 'Nother

Personal hygiene improvement.

Very good in "sharing"
b

and cooperating with teacher and
studentS%

-_:29- B F 10 Academic improvement..
.

30

1

9

Academic improvement.
. 0

Shows more initiative. ..'
. .

.

36. B F 9

,

Qdoperative improVement. ,

, ,

''37 B F <

.

Academic improvement.

11 5
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Student EG Sex Grade Comments
,

w

, 38 B F 9

.

Academic improvement.

...,.. -

39 F. 5

0

Academic improvement,

42 B F 9 Personal hygiene improveMent.

44 When first came to me, she displayed her temper t,00 Much. .

Now she has learned to think ,things out before-getting angry.

47 B F 9 Personal hygiene improVement.

48 B F 9 Personal hygiene improvement.

49 B F 9 Personal hygiene improvement.

50 B

.

9
Academic improvement...

Works in food lab with group better. .

51 B F 12, Academic improvement.

52 B F .9

-,

Academieimprovement.

53 'W F 9

.

Academic improvement. . , y

56 B F Cooperative improvement\. _

57 0
Academic improyement.

58 'B
.---

,

Academic improvement. -1,

59 B 9 Academid.improvement.
I ,

,

62

,

B

._ .

. .

Personal hygiene improvement.

At first, attitude was one of-dislike and_ indifference. /Ow,-

just the opposite;ghe now tries to avoid so many arguments

'631

,

11

.y%

Improved attitude klot chip from shoulder). 'Better

attitude has helped her school work.
4,

Academic improvement.
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Student EG Sex Graded Comments

66 B F

,

Askeld for extra FHA project work, Which is unusual.

!

Cooperative improvement.

67 W F 11

.

,

Academic improvement.

, .

68 W F 11 Academic improvement.-

69 B F 11

0

Academic improvement.

70 B
ti!T

F 12 Academic improVement.- ,

71 B F 11 Academic improvement. .

72 B F 11 Academic improvement.

74 . B F

. ,

11 Academic iMptovement.N

75
,.

12

,

Academic improvement.

.
.

.

76 W F 12 Academic improvement,

.
.

77 B F 12
,

Academic improvement.

78 , W 12

.
.

Academic improvement.,

Accepts more reSponsibility. ,

79. B .11 Academic improvement.

c

80 W F

..

12

Academic improvement:
,'''t

__.---,-7---:.

Changed attitude. 'Accepts more

'getting job done.

esponsiiiility toward ,

81 B F 11 Cooperative improvement. \
0,184 B !.,,F , kAcademic dmprovement.

'
..

Sk-

-85-

.

B F 12

7 1

Academic improvement.
.r-,

. .1

F--4
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Appendix G

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE.MEASURES:
PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISONS WITHIN EACH GROUP

ThiS Appendix shows the results of analyses performed to
identify. any changes in' student scores which occurred
during the school year.

1 1 8
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Appendix G

. QUESTIONNAIRE MEASURES:
PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISONS WITHIN GROUPS

Measure: What Are You Like

Respondents c,

Pre-Test Post.-Test

N t

..,

6 pMean SD Mean SD

Program Participants 36.51 3.10 36.84 3.15 74 .76 NS

White Females 35.97 3.06 36.01 3.77 69 .10 NS

Black Females 35.52 4.23 36:01 3.62 82 1.33 NS

White Males 35.69 3.01 35.76 4.52 70 .41 NS

Black MaleA 36.13 4.12 36.36 3.81 64 .44 NS

Measure: What Would You Do

Respondents
Pre-Test Post-Test

N t .Mean SD Mean SD

Program Participants 18.07 3.42 19.72 .2.95 74 4.06 <.001

White Females 17.00 3.23 17.93 3.46 71 2.83 <.01

Black Females 18.79 3.59 18.86 3.13 80 .15, NS',,

White Males '18.08 3.49 19.04 3.17 71 2.17 <.05

Black Males 20.33 3.08 .20.16 3.09 63 ,42.. NS

Measure: Understanding People
A. Respondent-Teacher

Respondents
Pre-Test Post-Test

Mean I SD N t pMean J SD;

Program Participants 18.85 18.50 18.85 ;20.38 74 .00 NS*

White Females 12.94 14.99 13.73 15.72 79: .32 NS

Black Females 19.38 17.13 22.95 21.50 82 1.30. NS

White MaleS 23.44' 20.54 25.66 22.71 70 .85 ', NS

Black Males 32.32 28.09 29.44, 24.99 62 .70 NS
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Measure; Ul\Kierstanding People
-B. Respondent-Peer of Same Race, Opposite Sex

Respondents
Pre-Test Post-Test

N tMean SD Mean SD

PrograM Par icipants 15.34 19.25 17.45 19.94 74 .82 NS-

White Femal 9.14 12.30 10.97 14.66 71 .95 NS'

Black Fema es 21.98 24.06 22.24 23.90 82 .09 . NS

White Male 16.75 18.04 11.79 14.70 72 1.83

Black Mal 31.]6 31.93 23.10 26.63 62 1.64 NS

.Measut, Understanding People
C. Respondent=Peer of Another Race, Same Sex

Respondents '

Pre-Test Post-Test
N t pMean 1 SD Meao SD

Program Participants 23.65 25.25 19.00 21.54 74 1.67 NS

White Females 11.77 12.05 12.00 13.96 69 .13 ' NS

Black Females 21.85 24.31 20.68, 22.95 82 .40 NS
,

White Males 33.88 28.22 . 31.22 33.19 72 .71 NS

Black Males : 32.37 30'.82 26.14 26.43 63 1.28 NS

Measure: How Others Feel
A. Other Students

Respondents
Pre-Test Post-Test

t PMean I SD Mean' SD

Program Participants 7.05 2.41 6.38 2.35 73 2.40 <.02

White Females 6.78 2.55 6.61 2.47 71 .70 NS
, ''-z.

Black Females 7.09 2.51 7.28 2.43 79 .62 NS

White Males 7.08 2.11 6.88 2.36 72 .74 NS

Black Males 7.37 2.51 6.80 2.51 59 f.34 NS-

12 0
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Measure: How Others Feel
B. Members of the Opposite Sex

Respondents
Pife-Test Post-Test

N 1 t *Mean 1 SD Mean..T SD

Program Participants 2.62 1.69 2.18 1.33 74 2.05 <45

White Females 2.32 ' 1.19 2.20 1.10, 71 .93 NS

Black Females ' 3.28 1.96 2.64 1.89 80 3.07 <.01

White Males
,

2.87 1.42 2.61 1.41 71 1.34 NS

1.1ack Males 3.31 1.62 2.48 1.66 58 3.08 <.01
-,---N..

MeasuiT: How Others Feel.
' C. Members of AnotherRace

v,=,4-

Respondents
Pre-Test Post-Test

N t pMean 1 SD Mean 1. SD

Program PartiCipants 2.55' 1.46 2.42 1.41 74 .60
,

NS

White Females 2.26 .93 2.43 1.03 70 1.29 NS

Black Females . 2.36 1.50. 2.36 1.43 79 .00 NS

White Males 3.01 1.58 2.56 1.38 72 2.22 <.05

Black Males 2.72 1.59 2.79 1.50 58 .26 NS

Measure: How Do You Feel
A. Toward Teacher

Respondents Pre-Test Post-Test
Mean. 1 SD Mean SD N .t p

Program Participants 35.56 8.85 34.08 8.80 73 1.54 NS.

White'Females 36.46 7.58 35.56 6.69 70 1.07 NS

Black Females 36.27 8.86 33.29 8.65 75 2.90 <.01 -

White Males 31.64 10.74 29.23 11.57 70 :2.10 . <.05

Black Males 38.33 8.63 35.44 8.95 63' 2.23 <.05

'V
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Measure: How Do You Feel
B. About School

Respondents Pre-Test Post-Test
N t pMcan. SD Mean 1 SD

Program Participants 33.49 8.73 30.55 8:76 .71 2.51 <.02

White'Females 32,96 7.79 31.76 6,61 70 1.54 NS
..,

Black Females 35.19 10.09 29:99 !9.38 78 4,79 <.001

White Males 26.91 10.58 24.53 9.47 70 1.97 NS

Black Males 32.43 10.72 28.74 11.50. 62 2.56' <.02

'..Measure: How Do You Feel
C. Toward Black 'Students

Respondents
.fl

.
Pre-Test Post-Test

N t. pMean 1 SD Mean 1 SD

Program Participants 37.41 10.37 34.38 8.35' 73 2.81 <.01

White Females 29.49 8..01 29.54 6.07 70 .07 NS

Black Females 41.45 7.81 37.38 7.72 77 4.49 <.001

White Males. . 49.47 10.51 20.00 11.13 70 .49 NS

Black Males 42.21 6.58 40.22 8.08 63 1.80 NS

Measure: How Do You Feel
D. Toward White Students

Respondents
Pre-Test , Post-Test

N t , pMean j SD . Mean SD

Program Participants 33.14 8.83 31.96 9.93 72' 1.09 NS

White Females 37.37 6.54 35.57 6.07 70 2.21 ;<.05

Black Females 34.45 8..09 31.34 8.07 78 3.30 <.01

White Males 39.94 8.95 38.81 9.22 70 1.05 NS

Black Males 31.25 11.59 27.94 10.51 63 *2.18 <.05

a
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Appendix H

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE MEASURES:
POST-TEST COMPARISONS AMONG GROUPS

This Appendix presents only the results of the comparisons

among the groupS on the 'post-test scores. The descriptive

statistics shown in the-preceding Appendix are rot duplicated

here. 'The column headed' "Direction" indicates which of the

two groups involved in a specific comparison had a higher

score on thsit measure. A plus ( +) 'shows that'. the first group

had a higher mean score, whereas a minus indicates that

a higher mean score is associated with the/second group.
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Measure Comparisons Direction

1.43

1.52

1.67

.54

NS

NS

NS

NS.

What Ara You Like
Program Participbnts vs

White Females

Black Females

White Males

Black Males

White Females vs

Black Females .00 NS

White Males .35 - NS'

Black Males ..:53 NS

Black Females vs

White Males .38 NS

Black Males .57 NS

White-Males vs

Black Males .83 NS-

What Would You Do

Program Participants vs

White Females 3.36 <.001

4,,

-1V

Black Females 1.75' NS.

'``
'Wh'ite Males

1.34 NS

Black Males .85 NS

White Females vs

Black Females.
1.73 NS

White Males 1.99 <.05

Black Males 3.91 <.001

Black Females vs

White Males .35 NS

Black Males 2.48 <.02

White Males vs

Black Males
2.07'- <.05
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Measure Comparisons

Understanding People
A. Respondent-Teacher

B. Respondent-Peer
of Same Race,
Opposite Sex

Program Participants vs

White Females

Black Females

White Males.

Black Males

White Females VS

Black Females

White Males

Black Males

Black Females Vs

White Males

Black Male's

White Males vs'

Black Males

Direction

1.68 NS

1..22 NS

1.90 NS

2.72 <.01

2.97 <.01

3.61 <.001.

4.37 <.001

. 75 NS

1.67 NS

. 9-1 NS

Program Participants vs
.

White Fcmales '2.22 <.05

Black Females 1:35 NS

White Males 1.60 cNS

BlaCk Males 1.41 , NS

White Females vs

Black Females

White Males

Black Males

.Black Females vs

White Males

Black Males

White Males vs

Black Males
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3,45 <.001

.74 NS

3.31 <.001

2.91 <.01

.20 NS

2.82 <.01



Measure Comparisons

C. Respondent-Peer 4
of Another Race;:]

Same Sex
4tPrOgram Participants. vs

White Females

Black Females

White Males.

Black Males

Direction

2.29 <.05

.47 NS

2,65 <.01

1.74: NS

White Females vs

Black Females <.01

White Males

,2-74

4.45 <.001

Black Males 3.89 <.001

Black Females vs

White Males 2.31 <.05

Black Males 1.33 NS

White Males vs

Black Males .97 NS

How Otheis Feel
... A. Other Students

Program Participant's vs

- White Females .57 NS

Black Females 2,29 <.06,

White Males 1,28 NS

Black Males .99 , NS

White'Females vs,

Black Females 1,65 NS'

White Males .67 NS

Black Males . .43 NS

Black Females vs

White Males NS

Black Males 1;11 NS

White Males vs

BlacicMales .19 NS
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B.

Measure .Comparisons Direction

Members cifthe-
Opposite Sex

Program Participants vs.

White Females .10 NS'

Black Females 1.74 NS

White Males 1,85( NS

Black Males 1,15 NS

,.White Females vs

Black Females 1;173

White Males 1.89 NS

Black Males 1.15 NS

Black Females vs

White Males .15 NS

Black Males. .52 ,NS

White Males vs'

Black Males .44 NS

Z74;

C. .Members of

Another Race \\

0 'ram am Rarticipants vs\T

Wh\'te'Females . 05 - NS

Blac Females . .26 NS

White Males .NS

Black Males 1,45 NS

White Females vs

Black Females .34 NS,.

White Males .63 NS

Black Males 1.60 NS'

Black Females vs

White Males .87 NS

Black Males 1;70 .NS

'White Males vs

Black Males .91 NS



How
A.

Measure Comparisons Direction t

Do You Feel,.
Toward Teachers

Program Participants vs

White, Females 1.11 NS

Black Females .55 NS

White Males 2.83 .01

Black Males .89 NS

White Females vs

Black Females 1.73 , NS

White .Males 3.91 <:001

Black Males.

BlA'ck Tema les vs

.09, NS

White .Males' 2.40 <.02

Black Males 1.43 NS

White Males vs

Black Males 3.43 <.001

B. About School

Program Participants vs

White Females. .92 NS

Black Females .38 NS

White Males 3.93 <.001

Black Males 1.03 NS

White Females vs

' Black Females 1.31 . NS

White Males 5.25 '<.001

Black Males 1.88 . NS

Black Females. vs

'White Males 3.53 <.001

Black Males.,

White Males Vs

.71 NS

Black Males 2.31 <.05
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Measure- Comparisons

w

Direction

3:-95

2,29

8.76

4.13

.P_

<.001

4.05

<.001

<.001

Toward Black
Students

Program Participants vs
a

White-Femalei

Black Female's

White Males

Black Males

+

+

White Females vs
.,.. 4

Black Females 6.80 <.001

White Males + 6.30 <.001
. '

Black Males 8.67 <.001

Black Females vs

White Males 11.08 <.001

Black Males 2.12 <.05

White Males NS'

Black qales 11.87 <.001

Toward. White

Students

Program Participants vs

White Females 2.60 <.01

'Black Females .41 NS

.

White'Males m 4..26 <.001

Black Males +' 2 28 <.05

White Females vs
1111,

Black Females 3.56, <.001

White Males 2.46 <.02

Black Males 5.19 <.001,..

Black Females vs

White Males 6;25 <.001

Black Males 2,18 <.05

White. Males vs

Black Males 6.35 <.001
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Appendix I

ROLE-PLAYING INSTRUMENTS'

Included in this'Appendik is the script
which was followed in establishing two
standardized role-playing situations.
Following the script, the form which
was developed to measure the level of
assertive behavior of sLudents role
playing the situations'is presented.
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Behavioral Test of Assertiveness

Script for Role-Playing,

Situation 1: Teacher

Narrative: In this scene, picture, yourself in a classroom. The bell
has just rung, ending your last class of the day. Ydu
and your: friends have made plans for after school and you
are really looking forward to getting started. You have
just finished collecting all your books and materials and
Are ready to leave; Just then the teacher calls youvto
the front of the room. You wonder if it's going to take
long, whatever it is, because you'are very anxious to leave.

One of your friends brought a car today and you know that
your friends want to leave:!as.soOn as Possible': If..they

wait fol you, all of you will be late.

Teacher: "Would yc4 mind staying after school?- I need some help to
finish up a project. It won't take more than 45 minutes."

(Subject responds)

Situation 2: Pot
\

'Narrative:' In this scene, picture yourself with'a group of your
friends, Sever'al of them are smoking pot, and they want
you to try it. You do not want to smoke it;:'.and feel very
strongly that it is not a good,practice.' Vise friends.,'
keep on insisting that you! try it.

Friend:, "Come on. It won't, hurt to- try it. once."

(Subject responds)

131
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S.

ASSERTIVE ROLE-PLAYING MEASURES

'Date

,l. Duration of Reply (secs.):.

a. Situation i

b. Sitlitiot; 2

Total t

2. Latency of Response (secs.):-

a. Situation .1.
t,

b. SltuatAon 2

Total

3. Loudness of Speech

a. Situation 1

1. Very Low

2. Fairly .LoW'

3. Moderate

4.

_;-,4

Fairly Loud

5.. Very Loud

b. Situation

1

1. VeryJ,04/

2. Fairly Low

3. Moderate

4. Fairly Loud

5. Very Loud



4. Compliance Content

a. Situation

1. Did not resist role - player's

2. Resisted role-player'S position
_ -

b. Situation 2

1. Didnot resist role7plaver's position

2. Resisted role-player's position

5. Assertive Content

a. Sitluatton 1

0

b. Situation .2

ontent did not reqUest a change in role-player's? behavior

Content requested a change in role- player's behtVior

1. Content did not request a change in role-player'S behavior

2. Content requested a change in role-51aVer's behaVior,

6. Assertive Affect

a. SitUation 1

1. Monotonic, unemotional voice tone.

2. Flat tone, some infJection
a

:Hdorate)mTunt of inflection

Polatiyelyfull intonation

5. Full intofiation
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b. Situation 2,

Uonotonic,.6nombtional voice tone

2. Flat tone,- some .inFlc:ction

3. Moderate-amount 0.0 -illflecWon

4. Relatively full intonation

.5. 11111. intonati.oll

7.. NonverbalAsertive Expressiveness

A. Duration of 1:boking (secs. of eve gontaCt

(1) Situation .1

(2) Situation 2

Total

B. Body/Facial

Cl) Situation 1.

(a) JndeCisive

(h) Decisive-,

(2) Situation 2

(a) Indecisive

(b) Decisive

. Overall Msertivoness

Very Unassertive

2. Pretty UnassortiVe

3. Assertive

4. Pretty Assertive

5. Very Assertive
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